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CRACK TEAM

Cambridge Lead Harvard Over Thames
Course By Two Boat Lengths, Time
of Victor 19 Minutes, 16 Seconds.
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HARVARD'S
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Campaign In Maine Will Close
Tonight With Rallies at
Many Different Places.
i
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RACE

Fire of Unknown Origin Destroyed
Refinery at Argo. Colo.. With
' Big Loss Last Night.

Bryan Says Sullivan's Keply Is
Characteristic of People to
Which Sullivan Belongs.

Cambridge Took the Lead and Never Lost It. Adding Slowly
But Surely to the Growing Distance Till
the End Was Reached.

Wheeling, Va., bent. 8. Two per
sons were killed and ten Injured In a
.head-o- n
collision of passenger trains
miles south
at Woodland, twenty-tou- r
of here, on the Ohio river division
of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad to
day. The trains came together on
the bridge over Fish Creek. Richard
Parsons and Edward Wangel, firemen,
'
are dead and Englnetr Dillon is
injured.

PnHlanH Mo Sont 8. The Maine
political campaign closes today witn
many rallies.
Speaker Cannon will
peak at Ellsworth tonight with sen
ator Eugene Hale, who delivers his
only speech of the campaign.

Putney, Sept. 8. Cambridge won
the race by two lengths. Cambridge's
time was 19 minutes and 16 seconds,
the record for the course Is 18 minutes and 47 seconds, made by Oxford

INDEPENDENCE LEAGUE
PUT TICKET IN FIELD
Oakland, Calif., Sept. 8. The state
convention
of the Independence
league nominated Wm. K. Langdon
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
for governor and provided for placing
MADE AND SPENT MONEY a full state ticket in the field.
New York, Sept. 8. The annual re
port of tiie Denver & Rio Grande rail BRYAN WILL TAKE TIME
road company for the year ended
TO ANSWER SULLIVAN
June 30, shows gross earnings of $19
Lincoln. Neb., Sept. 8. "You can
86,115, and Increase over the pre expect that kind of an attack from
vious year of $2,054,606. Net earn- that kind of people," said William J.
, a81,943, increase
lings were
of iii) Bryan today regarding
the attack
397. 'the surplus of the year after made upon him lust night by Roger
payment of dividends and expenses Sullivan of Illinois, who called Bryan
for new equipment and betterment a "Doss liar," ana cnaiiengea mm 10
was $156,839 or a decrease or $121,698 prove his truthfulness, his sincerity
The new equipments
and better
his honesty. Bryan said he could
ments costs $1,150,000, an increase of and
not say just when he would issue a
$S60,870.
further statement regarding the Illinois situation.
BIG LOSS OF BULLION
CAUSED BY FIRE
Denver, Sept. 8. A fire of unknown
origin destroyed the large refinery of CHAMPION CONTESTS IN
the Boston & Colorado Smelting com
pany at Argo last night. The loss is
estimated at $300,000. At least $75,-00- 0
AMATEUR ATHLETICS
ia gold and silver bullion was
lost.

Harvard Had Good Night.
the members of the Harvard
crew had an excellent nUfit's rest and
awoke this morning feeling ready to
They
row the race of their lives.
were very confident of success. The
Cambridge men were no less satisfied
that" they would be able to carry oil
the aquatic palm.
The weather conditions were ideal,
when-botcrews turned out early in
the day for a brief practice start, the
final appearance before tue boat race
which has caused the greatest excitement ever aroused In Qreat Britain
by any contest over the historic championship course from Putney to Mort-lak-

in 18U3.
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TURBINE

111

SUCCEED

RECIPROCATING TYPE
Washington, Sept. 8. The bureau
of steam engineering is preparing to
make further inquiry into the turbine
as a possible substitute for the recip
rocating engine on naval ships. There
is the remotest chance of the adoption of the turbine on the next battle
ship to be designed, but at present the
experts see no good reason for depart
ing from the true and tried mechan
ism fur naval propulsion. There have
been several inspections of the trans- Atlantic liners which are equipped
with turbines, but the Information ob
tained has not been entirely satisfactory; in fact, concerning the expenditure of coal, the most important feature, it has been almost impossible to
obtain reliable Information. This and
other features are kept under cover,
and it has come to be appreciated that
there may be good reasons for considering the turbine more expensive
in operation at least as to coal consumption than the reciprocating engine. At the same time the bureau
desires to obtain all possible information on the subject, and to this end
will pursue the inquiry, the next step
being the detail of Lieutenant Commander H. P. Norton, now on duty in
the bureau of steam engineering, for
an observation trip on the steamer
Carmania, upon which is installed the
Parsons turbine. Commander Norton
will be accompanied by a bureau
draftsman and will seek to add to the
department's fund of information in
regard to turbine operation with, if
possible, some record of the expenditure of coal. It la hoped to make comparisons with another steamer of identical dimensions, the' Caronia, which
is equipped with reciprocating engines.

"NICK" DEFEATED FOR, DELEGATE
special rrom Cincinnati, unio, or recent date, would indicate that "Boss t,ox is again
on top in Cincinnati, and is doing a little dictating these days. The dispatch reads as
follows: 'The
combination in Ohio suffered its first check
when Congressman Longworth went down to defeat as a candidate for delegate to the
state convention. 'Boss' Cox is given credit for the work. The intimation has gone
forth that the result forecasts the defeat of Longworth for nomination for congressman."

New York, SepL. 8. The championship contests of the Amateur Athletic
Union of America, both junior and
senior, will be held under the auspices of the New York Athletic club
on Travers island this afternoon.
It
promises to be one of the most interesting athletic events of the Bcason
and has attracted a large number of
the best athletic material of this
country. The list of the Junior and
senior events on the program for torun,
day includes
run,
run,
run, one
run. pole vault,
mile run, five-mirunning broad jump, throwing ob- -:
pound weight, throwing
16 pound
shot,
putting
hammer,
throwing the discus,
hurdle
race with ten hurdles, each two feet
and six inches In height.
One of the interesting features is
that Nigel Parker, the Australian
champion sprinter, who ran third
twice at the Olympic games In Atn-- i
ens earlier in the year, will take part
in the contests. He is entered in tne
loo, 220 and
sprints, and
will come into competition with the
best American sprinters, like Archie
Hahn, Myer Prinstein, C. J. Seitz, W.
a. ocnicK. ii. u miimen and f. ti.
Pilgrim,
100-ya-

440-ya-

ft

OYSTERtBAY CHURCH IS STRIKING
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CAR THE STATEBUILOERS
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MEN GET

WORST

REVOLUTIONISTS
HELD IN ARIZONA
Douglas, Ariz., Kept. 8. '1 he conspiracy cases against the seven Mexican agitators were continued today
until September 17. by which time the
authorities hope the unrest will be
prisoners will lie rei ne
settled.
moved to the jail at Tombstone for
safe keeping. The charge of violation
of immigration laws was entered
agaiiiHt Trevinio, Saiido, Humbert and
three others at the request of the
Mexican government, and they will be
confined at Tucson till the question of
the deportation is determined.
PREACHES SAME

FUNERAL

fit

SERMON
Newark, N. J., Sept. 8.

UKfcAMED
Rev. Oscar

H. Urauns, pastor of the First German
Lutheran church, announced yester-

day before he began the funeral services over the body of Miss Frances
Wadtiworth, that he would preach as
nearly as possible the same sermon
that he delivered In a dream two
months aso. He suid just two months
prior to the drowning of Miss Wads-wo- n
h in the surf at Bradley Beach
lie dreamed she was before him dead,
and he preached the funeral sermon
from the text, "lie ye also ready." He
related the dream to his wife the following day.

It Will Meet III PhOenlX
iexi monaay ween
and Will

rew

Concentrated
Hoo.
Oklahoma City, Sept. 8. Concentrated Order of Hoo H s met here
in annual convention, which will
niiiil next Wednesday. Over
".moo members ate expected to attend.
Baltimore, Denver. Kiagira Falls aim
Cleveland are asking for the next
year s convention and each has an
delegation here.
Order of Hoo

NOMINATE

'S

Tucson, Ariz., Sept. 8. Tlie ex
pected has come to pass. Because of
the action of the republican territorial
convention in refusing to recognize
duly elected delegates because they
Joint statehood, the executive
commltteo if the Joint statehood la- gue of Arizona met in this city last
night and Instructed General T. F,
Wilson, president of the league, to
call a territorial joint statehood con
vention, to assemble in Phoenix, Sep'
tember 17, to nominate a delegate to
congress and to promulge a platform
endorsing Joint statehood for Arizona
and New Mexico. All irersons favor
ing Jointure are invited to participate
in this movement, regardless of pre
vious political affiliations.
The fact that the democratic and
republican
conventions,
which met In Ilisbee, adopted the
same identical resolution, word for
word, against statehood, shows that
the two bodies were tarred with the
same stick, 'and under the thumb of
identically the samo oosscs.
fa-o- red
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JESUS HAS

ELECTED

GE1I

TO BE

Its Highest Official-Wh- en
Officially
formed. Pope Pius Expressed

In- -

Avier
Kranii
was today elected
general of the society by the congre- or jesu. in
succession to the late wher Martin
nj died last .May. A messenger was
dispatched to the Vatican to inform
the Pope of the choice, which, to make
the election effective requires thu
papal sanction.
Pope Pius Well Pleased.
Two ballots were taken before the
chute, was made. When Father Al- laerieus, procura r general or
Jesus, inforiiu d Pope Phis of the com- o
...M,c, me i mum expressed
satisfaction.
"He is Just the
man fitte.: for the position," said the
He charged Father Maerteus

FON DU LAC HAS UNUSUAL
MILITARY SPECTACLE
'HARVEST WEEK" ATTRACTS
Fon du I.ac, Wis., Sept.
FARMERS TO NEW YORK crowds from the surrounding districts
New York, Sept. 8. The manage- - have come here today to witness an
ment of Luna Park has made arrange-- ' unusual military spectacle which is on
ments for a "harvest week," which the program for today. The Second
will begin tomorrow. Farmers with-- j regiment. Wisconsin National guard,
In a hundred mile r.T'i'is from New 'which has received orders to proceed
York have been invito! to come and for maneuver service to Fort Henja-tak- e
in the sight". To make every- - ,min Harrison, in Indiana, will assembling as realistic us K.ssible a small ble here this afternoon and will be
of workmen will take charge of viewed by General K. S. liragg before
Luna Park during Lhe night and will Its departure for Indiana. According
transform the resort Into a, rustic to the program the various companies,
amusement grounds. Sheaves of grain with the probable exception of Corn-wi- ll
mask the while pillars,
the pany K, of Heaver Dam, which will
straight avenues wil be transformed come later, are expected to arrive here
into crooked country roads, with worm between 0:30 and ti o'clock this tv- fences and rickety stone walls, and ening, and the troops will pass in re
th
o lamps view before General liragg
before
0 w a
alld lal),eIllli. There will be the usual supper is served to them.
'

to take to the general the apostolic
greeting and the affectionate letter of
greeting wnun tne rupe wr-l... I. a
f.utliu
V..rii''u r.intim.nt
-.,,,
God. I am not worthy.
bt I hy will and that of St. Ignatin lie ilmie" Father H'mih
horn
at Rothwell. Wurteuburg. December
2, 1S42, and at the age of fifteen years
enured the society of the church of
which today he was ch sen to be the,
mad. He has been the rector of the
Gregorian university since 1904, and
has published a series of books d.aling with the most profound questions
of canon law.
He is recognized in
a progressive man
chinch circle,.
ami li is predicted tuat nis election
as general of the company of Jtsus
will result iu the infusi n of new lite
Into the organization.
e.
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Americans Were Over Confident.
Loudly shouted, "They are off,"
was the yell that echoed from Putney
Urldge to Craven Cottage when the
signal shot was fired, and like same
monsters the
huge and many-legge- d
two shells of Cambridge and Harvard
broke from their leash and began
their wearisome struggle for victory
against more than four miles of current, toward Mortlake, beyond which
the finish line Is located. The old
stone bridge at Putney, Hammersmith Bridge, nearly two miles up the
stream and all along the banks on
both sides of the picturesque Thames
hundreds of thousands of people were
crowded together from early morning,
patiently waiting for the great event
of the day, the race, between Cambridge and the crew from across the
water.
The crowds were not a bit smaller
or less enthusiastic than when the
great varsity race between Cambridge
and Oxford was rowed. Although the
race today Is not for the championship, but merely as a test of the superiority of the two contesting crews
without reference to their past records, the race appealed to the sporting spirit of the Britons, who love a
race or a fight for its own sake. Both
crews have been defeated this year,
Cambridge by Oxford at the big varsity race in which Oxford won owing
to a serious blunder of the Cambridge
coxswain, and Harvard by Cornell.
The match between Cambridge and
Harvard was arranged by U. C. Ich-ma- n
and F. L. Hlgginson, in England.
The first offer was made by Harvard
and the Cambridge crew did not hesitate to accept the challenge and Invite the Harvard men to come over
here for a race for the mere sport.
This is the first time since August,
1869, that an American university
crew rowed against an English university crew in this country. In that
crew from Harvard
d
year a
rowed against an Oxford crew over
the same course of four miles and
three furlongs. Harvard rowed a
splendid race, but was beaten by a
small margin. That event stirred up
a great deal of interest on both sides
of the ocean and It is safe to say that
four-oare-

AN EXHIBITION

BY

Victory Assured From Start.
decisive distance of two
lengths Cambridge won the great international boat race today, stalling
off by steady
powerful strokes an
Harvard's desperate spurts. The light
blues had the advantage of choice of
stations, which gave them at least
a length to the good. They got away-aheaand were able to maintain their
lead and even iucrease it. It was a
pretty race throughout.
Cambridge
went at a tremendous pace, 42 strokes
to the minute, at the start, gradually
reducing the rate, while the Harvard
men hardly rowed above 45. The
light blues gained stroke by stroke until by the time Crayen steps were
reached daylight showed between the
shells. Then the crowd went mad
and it was 100 to one that Cambridge
fly the

would

win.

Harvard Was Game to End.
As the boats turned the bend and
eniered rougher water. Harvard spurted. A magnificent effort sent the American boat upon its opponent foot
by foot. At Chlswick
the English
stroke shook up his crew and they
began to pull away from Harvard.
Harvard was game to the end and
spurted again, but it was too late to
retrieve the fortunes of the day.
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Oyster Bay. L. I., Sept. 8 The
Kpiscopal parish of Oyster Hay Is eel- curat ing its 200th anniversary today.
This is one of the moat imnortant
events in the history of the diocese, United RallWdVS Company Re- -'
laymen and,
and many prominent
clergymen of the diocese are here to
lusci iu i urn uui
attend the celebration, which will
Non-Unio- n
Men.
take place in the parish hall of Christ
church, where President
and Mrs.
Roosevelt attend during their stay at
Oyster Bay. Among those who will UNION WORKERS AGREE
attend and take part in the exercises,
RETURN TO OPEN SHOPj
are the bishop of the diocese and!
many prominent clergymen.
Presl- dent Roosevelt will be present and
,.
francisco, Sept. S The adjust- will deliver an address.
A simple:
, lnreT"777n7TTr-,ment of the troubles
between the
IN LAST SEVEN YEARS
United Railways and a nortion of Its
To
'Hti house will follow the exercises.
i8.-New
statement Tne rect
ork Sept. The
Rey Hen
tfc
Homer n ion employes is not proceedingof the clearing house banks today Wahburn, who has been located here!8,1
the smoothest lines. The auesshowed a deficit in the legal reserve lfor tne a8t elghteen yearSi wlll de. tion of the open shop has now
of $0,577 920. This Is said ,iver an lntere8ti
lhe sented itself and Is said to be causing
to be the largest deficit In the legal history of the parish addre88
rnuch trouble. When a number of
present'
The
since 1893. when it was neces- - cnurch ed,flce ,8 the
uponlcent strikers returned to the shops
bum
sary to issue bank certificates.
urne their old places they found
tne present . glte It .wag ereeted dur- -' to
ricpnnifM It v tmw ti win ai n vara
.i
i
i i .
i,
- 'them
:
anwi
reciorsnip
tieorge
K.
oi
OVERRULE MOTION rnJ WUAOn
nnicu ,
. ,f. u.. ,
...
In their Til :i Pt'U i Tha
..... m.ur ."v..
rcn warA
" "
Air. wasni i
in
Dnrvccci I rn iMnir.TM wm.im uerwater.
who had been engaged
M.
Findlay, O., Sept. udge
Banker ,b,ur "ucceeded the Rev. William
during
the time the car lines were
who ',8 no
vlcar of 0,11 St
today overruled motions to quash
tied up.
P.aul ? chapel on the corner of Vesey
formation filed against John I). Rock- - Btrptt
Thornwell Mulaley.
assistant to
nd Broadway. Manhattan.
efeller and all Standard Oil cases.
President Calhoun of the railroad,
riea in aoatement was nieu in eacn
,u.riarti laot niirht tut
wead and Copper.
case. All were overruled and the de- wou,d nQt dlscbarge an empIoye to
fendants given until next Tuesday to. New York, Sept. 8.
and cop-- ; make room for men who went nut nn
tile motions.
per quiet, unchanged.
.strike.
Return to Work Anyway.
Despite President Calhoun's determination to retain the strike breakers
in his employ, members of all the
unions recently on a strike against
the United Hallways, except the stationary firemen, voted today to re'urn
to work.
120-ya-

440-ya-

OF

220-yar-

rd

880-ya-

rd

Roosevelt-Longworth-Ta-

Early In the .fternoon the banks of
the river were lined with people to an
extent that promls-ethe greatest outpouring ever witnessed at a boat race.
Hosts of Americans were early on the
ground, taking points of vntago to
enliven the American crew with tho
Harvard college yell. Although in
some quarters patriotic pride drove
Cambridge stock as high as 130 to SO
in favcr of the blues, the most of the
netting was done at more nearly even
figures.

today's race wlll cause even greater
Interest.
As might have been expected, the
Americans now on a visit to England
displayed great enthusiasm for Harvard from the moment the announcement was made that the race would
take place. When the American crew
arrived In England they were received,
like princes and only the absolute necessity; of a strict diet - and careful
training prevented the American enthusiasts, from putting their, favorite
crew completely out of condition for
the race, by dining and wining them
to excess.
The Harvard crew worked hard and
conscientiously ever since thoir arriT- alM the first week of August, but they
are at a decided disadvantage rtgalnst
the Cambridge crew. In the first
place, the Cambridge men have been
in training" ever since the race in th
spring, while the Harvard men were
out of condition when they arrived;
here. The diuerence In the climate,
water and other conditions also were
against .Harvard, and last, but not
least, the character of the course over
which the race was to be rowed.
At Putney Bridge, where the race
started, the river is about 100 yards
wide, with the boathouses of several
of the Thames rowing clubs, including that of the famous Leanders, on
the left bank and the palace of the
bishop of London on the right. For
a stretch of nearly a mile the river Is
straight and then the first run comes
at Craven Point. Then comes another curve at Dung wharf, followed by
a straight stretch to Hammersmith
Bridge, where the sharp horseshoe
curve begins which oonttnues o Chls- -'
wick. Then comes a slight double
curve to the Barnes railroad bridge,
where the last sharp curve- of the
course begins, which continues to the
finishing line beyond Mortlake.
The two crews at today's race are
made up as follows: Cambridge-B- ow,
O. D. Cochrane; No. 2, H. F.
Bcnham; No. 3, H. M. Goldsmith; No.
4, M. Donaldson; No. 5, B. C. Johnstone; No. 6, It. V. Powell; No. 7, E.
W. Powell; stroke, D. C. Stuart; coxswain, A. O. Ia Hunt.
Harvard Bow, R. M. Tappan; No.
2, 8.
Fish; No. 3, C. Morgan; No.
4, (..'Glass; No. 6, J. Richardson; No.
6, R. L. Bacon; No. 7, D. A. Newhall;
stroke. O. D. Filley; coxswain, F. M.
Blagden.

llllim,

V.isf

country fair attractions throughout
the week, In addition to the usual attraction of the resort.

WILL

0NE 0F SOCIETY'S FAVORITES
T0 MARRY THIS EVENING
Mass.,
Sept. 8. Mis
Nantucket,
Nellie Raglan Itootie. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John Talbot, and quite a
voritit in metropolitan society, will
t
he married tins ev ning at the
mer home of her pin nls In this town
to Harold Mahin. a well known New
York society and club man.

lecturer Mortimer
tional Grange
Whitehead arrived Ix'ie today as the
guest of the Webster grange and this
afternoon will deliver a lecture beof the Monroe counfore the mo-tinty grange. The Webster members will
entertain the other members of the
grange. This evening Mr. Whitehead
will start on a tour, which will take
him over a large area iu this slate.

sum-grea-

LECTURE BEFORE
MEMBERS OF GRANGE
Wt bsier. N. Y., Sept. 8. Past Na-

SAVING

DEAD AT HILLSBORQ

BOAT

Vancouver, B. C, Sept. 8 An Interesting exhibition of the
work by the government life boat will
be given this evening at Kltsalane
beach. The life boat, which was built
for service on the west coast of Vancouver island, wlll be under the command of Captain J. C. Voss, who won
fame by sailing the dugout canoe
around the world. For the purposes of the demonstration a barge
has been rigged up to represent a
wreck. From the derelict signals of
distress wlll be fired and the life
will be manned, launched and dispatched from shore to the
The shipwrecked sailors will be p'ek-eup from the hulk and from the
water and will be brought back to the
shore. According to the program
there will be a second act to signal
that there are soine more people on
board. Then the rocket equipment
will come Into play. Under the light
of powerful searchlights a rocket line
will be shot over the wreck and will
be made fact to the mast. The remainder of the supM)sed shipwrecked
crew will then be brought to shore.

e"

ittDtllYttttl

It

life-savi-

comes from Hilloboro,
Sierra county, that Hon. Silas
practic- Alexander, a
ing attorney of that town, died
there Thursday night, Sept. 6,
after a year's illness with a com- plication of diseases. His burial
took place at Hillsboro yester- day afternoon.
The deceased was territorial
secretary under the admlnlstra- Hon ct Governor Prince, and af- ter serving out his term removed
from Santa Fe to Socorro, where
be served a term as prosecuting
attorney ot the Socorro district.
After leaving the office he prac- ticed law for several years in
Socorro, and afterward tcok up
his residence In Hillsboro.
It, is understood
bo camo to
this territory from Pennsylvania.
and was about 53 years old. His
wife, a daughter of Hev. Bias
Chaves of this city, and several
childreu, survive him.
Word
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follower of
Chamberlain became
adsiono and In 180 was In his
cabinet
In lSSfi ho bolted Gladstone, be-cause of the latter's Irish home rule
1.111,
leader In the
and then becm:-party.
newly formed Liberal-UnionisIn 1 S95 he was made colonial socre-tary In Urd Salisbury's cnblnet. He
sfterwarila held he same portfolio)
in the Balfour cabinet and only re- sinned to conduct his great campaign
tor a tariff which he thought would
bind the colonies to t no empire.
J?s. Chamberlain has been three
times married. His first wife was
Miss
Harrl't Kenrlck, whom he!
married In 1861, and who died two;
years later. His second wife was
Miss Florence Kenrlck who died In
to;
'C75. In 18S8 he was married
daughter
of
Miss Mary Kndlcott,
Judge V. C. Endlcott, who was secretary of war In President Cleveland's
second cabinet.
Chamberlain has always been an
advocate of the rights of the common
people and It Is from them that his
chief support has always come. Calm,
cool almost to frlgldness. a speaker
whose efforts are clear and convicting rathier than oratorical, with a
ciear, logical brain and a power of donate seldom equaled. Chamberlain today easily takes his place as the foremost of living English statesmen.
V
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BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRES$

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

UfQ

Tourists and

School Children

5c3 for 10c

0a
ar
la
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Citizen Want Ads, FurnisH you

mm

gen-erall- y

IS PASS-

$8

ING AWAY

m

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

WANTED.

CHAMBER

' '

ALBUQUERQUE

FOR SALE: Furniture of Ave room
house. Call at 114 South Arno street
WXNT SsDCanvflsser
and solicitor
Sale commences Tuesday Sept. 4
office.
B.
this
J.
at once. Addres
Iranut Cmnm will ba daliTared hi tha
Tn
A handsome Hardman
SALE-FOR
Y"eiI
M laa bw rata of M eonta par waak. ar for M
WANTElJCoat maker. 110
piano, in nne condition ana aimosi
par aaaatk, won paid monthly.
Gold avenue.
new, at a bargain.
For particuSold by ll
and
bookkeeper
Arirtlilo tttei lade Known on Application
lars, call at this office.
WANTED Lady
Call at 308 West
stenographer.
win aaafar a favor b BotlfrlnB na
LOST.
of tha papar.
Railroad avenue.
Ub7
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
Mir
LAJTcTuneseJ"S
WANTED Help furnished and emAH lataarn ana1 romlttanfaa ahculd ba addrtmd ta
the name of Bessie. Finder please
PuaunmHO Comvamy. Inrafta.
ployment of all kinds secured
Tnl. Oman
205 East Railroad Ave.
return to Whltson Music company.
aaaaafAea and axpraaa monar order.
phone
on,
or
write
Call
promptly.
mo aa aaaaa parabla la tha ardor of tha
A brown leather pocketbook
ANIMAL
GREAT
Abraham's Employment Agency, F. LOST night
in business portion of
last
PHARMACY
ALVARADO
109
West
proprietor,
L.
Colburn,
HN TILIHONIfll
keys and trinkets,
containing
city,
270
Auto,
phone
avenue.
Silver
Colorado 15
Aartomane 183
with name of Mrs. Frank Yott.
TRAINER
SELTZ
First St. mad Cold Avihu
WANTEiJ A man to do road work.
Finder please return to this office.
Good salary. Apply at once. 216tt
MONEY furnished on bonds and slock
South second street.
issue, in high class propositions;
SHOWS
WITH THE SELLS-FLOTWANTED Man to make himselt
loans and charters secured; will
TALKS ABOUT WILD
useful about business house.
BEASTS.
take Interest In new corporation.
Must be accurate In figures and
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
First National Bond Co., Rector
have some knowledge ot bookkeepBldg., Chicago.
ing. No Invalids. Address M. D.,
Strong drink has a most "calming"
Citizen office.
effect on the lion, who becomes most Full 8et of Teeth.,
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN8.
docile after partaking of an excessive Gold Crowns
WANTED G,rl for general houseFilling
Gold
avla
liquor.
It
amount of intoxicating
work. Call 906 West Railroad
doubtful if you people would venture Painless Extracting
enue.
not
to try the experiment, and it Is
WANTED Chambermaid. Apply at
advised, so says Christopher
Seltz, ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAROn Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.
Columbus Hotel.
ANTEED.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
animal trainer of the
the
general
Clerk
for
WANTED
Sells-Flot- o
shows. He states that
speak Span- SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REstore;
must
when under the Influence of a "stimuCEIPTS, as low as $10 and aa high as
ish with good recommendation. Ad- $200.
Loans are quickly made and
lant" a Btranger may with perfect
S., this office.
dress
strictly private. Time: One month
ONE OF J ENGLAND'S FOREMOST safety enter a lion's cage, for It will
good
woman
to
cook
A
WANTED
to one year given. Goods remain In
STATESMEN OF A THIRD OF A show no signs of ferocity unless decook only one meal a day. Good your possession. Our rates ere reasonliberately annoyed.
A SHORT
CENTURY HAS BUT
first-clacook.
wages.
Must
bo
able. Call and see us before borrowWihen ailing, wild animals are very
B. F. CO PP.
TIME TO LIVE THE ORIGINAL difficult to deal with, and nrtlflce enGerman or Swede preferred.
ing.
12,
T!
ROOM
DUILDINO.
N.
ARMIJO
office.
N.
K.
Citizen
G.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP MAN. ters largely Into their treatment. At
Steamship tickets to and from all
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
the winter quarters of tho Sells-Flot- o
parts of the world.
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
shows an elephant known as Mamma
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Special Correspondence.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
south of viaduct. Sena address end
Mary contracted Influenza.
The at
'
8.
Sept.
The healfh of tack was a very bad one, the animal
Loadon,
315 West Railroad Ave.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
Small Holding Claim.
Jos. Chamberiain Is rapidly growing suffering
PRIVATE OFFICES.
agony. In the course
(No. 701.)
WANTED Salesmen, to place jewel-rmorse and his friends fear greatly of one dayintense
Open Evenings.
departments with general tradej
no less than half a barrel
England's
foremost statesman has of mustard was applied to Mamma Department of the Interior, United
that,
In New .Mexico; high commissions
live.
He
hut a shrt tinre to
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
Mary externally.
with $100 monthly advance. PermaIn vhe same space
his 70th birthday July 8, and
August 25, 1906.
position for capable salesman.
nent
gallons
of
she
time
three
consumed
years
thirty
political
of
the strain of
unnecessary.
experience
Jewelry
any
whisky
or
more
other
of
than
beginning
Is
on
to tell
him. It is
life
Notice Is hereby glvtn that the folloH. Smith Co., Detroit. Mich.
Jess
day
In
ever
animal
a
swallowed
has
among
his intimate friends that before.
said
claimant has Hied notice
The heroic and, as It proved, wing-named
lis condition Is extremely dangerous. successful
FOR RENT.
LOTS
HOUSES
treatment was considered of his Intention to make final proof
In support of his claim under sections
Twj large pleasant, furRANCHES
Jos. Chamberln was born In the necessary to save the elephant's life. 16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 KOH KEN
bath, electric light.
city of London, July 8, 1836, the son of which awas well worth preserving, (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the nished rooms,
417 Wtst Fruit, avenue.
from any sentimental consider
a well to do lK:t and shoe manufac apart
(27
1893
21,
February
act
Stats.,
of
turer. He was the eldest of nine chll ations. Up to that time there was no 470), and that said proof will be made FOR RENT Large, pleasant furnishcase on record of nny animal having
dren, three of whom were girls.
ed room, bath, electric light, reas- before
'For Sale By
the United States court
onable. 418 West Silver avenue.
In school he made rapid progress suffered from Influenza.
N.
Albuquerque,
commissioner
at
On another occasion a favorite elend finished his course at Ixniiton Uni
6,
M.,
1906,
on October
viz.: FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
verslty school when 16. 1 hat. was the phant known aa Trilby fell ill, and Manuel
light housekeeping. Mrs. H. E.
Chavez,
administratE.
could
not
food.
be
to
Induced
her
touch
schooling.
of
his
Instead of
the end
Rutherford, b.7 South Broadway.
of the estate of Antonio Jose
going to a university, he went Into his She moaned continually, shed floods of or
PORTERFIELD CO.
FOR KENT Kitchen, dining room
holdChavez,
for
small
deceased,
the
grew
tears
gradually
and
years
and
factory
weaker
father's
and lor two
110 West Gold Ave.
and bed room, $15 per month. The
ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N
It
complnlnt
weaker.
What
her
was
worked as a
at the bench.
Minneapolis House, 524 South Sec2 E.
When Joseph wag 18, his father was difficult to determine, but some R, He
ond street, Albuquerque, N. M.
names the following witnesses
formed a partnership with his broth- - thing had to be done to restore the
wo fuTnis5ea rooms BACON
ETTTtEf.
& BASHINSKY
ponderous beast to health. She was to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
for light housekeeping; front porch,
therefore subjected to rather expens years
nicely screened. 415 North Sixth
next preceding the survey of the
ive treatment, a pint of brandy and
street.
REAL ESTATE AN 3 LOANS
some quantity of Rhine wine being township, viz:
Juan Apodaca. Valoncia, N. M.; FOR KK.N'l Elegant furnished rooms
dminlstered alternately at frequent in
205 West Gold
Auto Phone S78
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417
tervals. This Trilby Bwallowed greed Benito Armijo, Valencia, N. M.; Mell-to- n
M.;
Sanchez, Peralta,
West Silver avenue.
lly, and she was kept strictly to a
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
liquid diet. Three times a day she
FOR REN r Pleasant from rooms for
Any person who desires to protest
was allowed a bucket of gruel, each
reasonable PROFESSIONAL
housekeeping.
Rent
CARDS
against
proof,
the
of
allowance
said
bucket containing no less than forty
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
'
reaany
:
or
who
substantial
of
knows
quarts. The elephant soon recovered
Railroad avenue.
LAWYERS.
son under the laws and regulations of
her usual health and spirits.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location
suc'n
department
why
Interior
the
The menagerie at tne Sells-Flot- o
M. Bend.
Ira
everything
In
city;
fixtures and
shows is open to the public every day proof should not he allowed will be
ready for business. Apply to Con- ATTOR. ,'EY AT LAW, 32 F street
given an opportunity at the
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
ior one nour oeiore tne beginning of
solidated Liquor Co.
time and place to
patents,
tne big show, where experienced lec
copyrights, caveats,
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms lands, patents,
claimant,
said
witnesses
of
the
turers tell of the wonderful beasts of and to offer evidence In rebuttal of at the Mineapolis house, with or letter
trade marks, claims.
;
V
'
V
the forest. The date is Friday, Sep that submitted hv claimant.
without housekeeping, $1 per week
R. W. D. Bryan.
tember 14.
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL ... OTERO,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
Register.
que,
M.
N.
Office,
Apartments
In
FOR RE:T
Park
First National
The Laxative effect of ChamberView terrace, eight rooms each; Bank building.
lains Stomach and Liver Tablets Is
Life.
The
of
Breath
steam heated, and all other modern
E. W. Oobson.
so agreeable and so natural you can
It's a significant fact that the
conveniences. H. H. TUton, room 19,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
:
hardly realize that it Is produced by strongest
if
gorsize,
animal
of
Its
the
Grant Block.
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
a medicine. These tablets alsa cure illa,
also has the largest lungs. Pow- FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
JOS. CHAMBERLAIN.
indigestion and biliousness. Price 25
creatures.
powerful
lungs
mean
erful
DENTISTS.
flats, one to five rooms. Very nice
for the operation of a screw cents. Samples free at all druggists. How to keep the breathing organs
to
ly
suit
etc.,
pianos,
furnished,
factory In Birmingham and sent JoDR. J. E. KRAFT,
right should be man's chiefest study.
tenants. Mrs. Norris. No. 110 East
seph there to look after his interest
Dental Surgeon.
Like thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
avenue,
Coal
viaduct.
of
end
east
In the business. The. young man had
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
Stephens, of Port Williams. O., has
already developed a positive genius
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
TOR SALE.
learned how to do this. She writes.
for business and in twenty years bu...
"Three bottles of Dr. King's New FOR SALE Family horse. See H. S. Both 'phones. Appointments made by
Sells-Flot- o
circus', September 14.
up the business with which he had
mall.
stopped my cough of two
Knight.
Ixjen Instrusted until it was one or Twenty-sixtAnnual
Territorial Discovery
years and cured m-- of what my
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
fair,
September
the largest in England.
No. 30G Railroad avenue.
Office
O, It's FOR SALEJTurni'fure up overHFarTs
consumption.
thought
friends
&
Sheep
At the age of 38 Chamberlain had
Market, South Sfcond stret.
Wool Growers' convention,
8:30 a. m., to 12:.i p. m.; 1:30
hours,
lung
grand
troubles."
for
and
throat
September
18,
19
accumulated a fortune and retired to
and 21.
Price, FOR SALE A gasoline engine, now p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Undertakers and Embalmers' con- Guaranteed by all druggists.
devote Ills entire time to politics. At
cheap. Inquire at 224 South Walter pointments made by mail.
50c
free.
$1.00.
Trial
bottle
and
33 he had entered the Birmingham vention, September 17, 18 and 19.
FOR SALE Gentle family driving
town council and was an active memGrand lodge of Knights of PythPHYSICIANS.
NOTICE FOR "PUBLICATION.
horse; perfectly sound. 401 South
ias of New Mexico, September li.
ber thenceforward.
Edith
street.
DR.
R. L. HUST.
1873
In
(H. E. No. 6279.)
Retail Merchants' association meethe was elected mayor of
SA LE One No. 1 hand Sharpies
Office,
Wrmlnghara and during the three ing. September 18.
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug FOR
tubercular cream separator, at a
Tuberculosis
treated with Highhe held this office he laid the
23. 1906.
Good Roads convention, September
bargain. Loudon's Jersey
Farm. Frequency
Current and
Electrical
foundations for the reforms which
Notice is hereby given that the folloColorado Phone Red 92.
Germicide. Treatments given each
New Mexico Association of Firemen wing-named
settler has filed notice FOR
&ALK
My general store. Rare day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
.
meeting, September
of his Intention to make final proof
chance for someone to secure an nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
Temperance Workers of Arizona In support of his claim, and that said
established business.
Address
proof will be made before the United
and New Mexico, September 19.
UNDERTAKER.
M.. I'lielditos. N. M.
States court commissioner at San RaAuto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved fael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, viz: FOR SAi.E Bicycle and general
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
A. BORDERS.
shop with fine set of tools;
Sec.
Juan Garcia, 2d. for the NW
A little child of Michael
Club Building. Black
good paying busluess.
I'orterfield Commercial
Strauss of 8. Twp. 11 N., R. 8 W.
Vernon, Cmin., was recently in great
and White Hearse, $5.
Co., 110 Gold avenu".
following
names
He
witnesses
the
pain from a burn on tho hand, and as to prove
his continuous residence up
SALE Five Jersey milk cows.
ARCHITECTS.
cold app!ica:ions only increased the on, and cultivation of, said land, viz: FOR
15 Jersey heifers, a
and
innammatlon. Mr. Strauss came to Mr. Masedonio Ramirez, Ramon Serna,
one
Spencer
W.
F.
relgstered
Jersey
bull;
stock;
and V. O. Walling
Janus N. Nichols, a local merchant, Jose Rafael Chavez, Bldal Chaves y also nouse for rent. 1500 South ford. Rooms
Barnett building,
tor something t stop the pain. Mr. Montoya, all of San Rafael, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
John street.
Nichols says: "1 advised him to use
MANUEL R. OTKRO,
SALni A well established gen
Chamberlain's I'ain llulm. and the
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Register.
eral nif rchandlse store, doing good
first application drew out the iullam-matioD
business, In good country town;
J. R.
and gave inline itate relief.
For any disease of the skin we can
good reasons for selling;
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
store
have use. this liniment myself and recommend Chamberlain's
t
Salve.
building and dwelling for rent or
reeommi ml it very often for etrs relieves tho Itching and burning senNOTARY PUBLIC.
p. o. box 218.
Rale.
burns, strains and lame back and have sation instantlv
a
effects
soon
and
never Known it to disappoint." For cure. This
gro
A
well
run
hai.Kestablished
Tho. K. D. Maddlson.
salve is also invaluable
aie tjy all ilrugi;ists.
cery business; owner has good reas
Office with W. B. Childers, J17 West
for sore nipples. Any druggist.
ons for selling. For further panic Gobi avenue.
tilars ftrtdress letter, if you desire to
RODERICK STOVES, E. E.
t ngage In business, to W., care CitiNo woman's happi
zen
office.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
ness can be complete
Fairbanks. Morse & Co.
without children ; it FOiflUlTlTie 1 lTuffllo .scale; 1 GasAgent for
engines a specialty.
gasoline
and
Ice
box,
marble
counter,
capacity
is her nature to love
avenue. Autotun, 1 lee machine, 6 horse power JoC West Railroad
and want them
engine, 1
The late Phil May's caricature of Joe
jMiwer boiler, 2 matic "phone. 179.
as much so as it is
Chamberlain.
steiim water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
EXAMINER OF TITLES.
chopper, 1 bone grinder, L sausage
to love the beau
have since made liiriningham famous
hcoks,
ami
Tonv
sniffer,
racks
at
H. R. WHITING,
as the best govermd ei'.y in the
tiful and pure.
.Miehelbach's. Old Town.
No 119 South Second Street, First
world. During bin administration ex- The critical ordeal through which the expectant mother must pass,
FOR
Minneapolis
House,
SALE
Tbe
National Bank building.
tensive paving operai ions were con- however, is 60 fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that tho
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-- f
Albuquerque, N. M.
ducted, the fc.in and water monopolies very thought of it lUU'licr with apprehension
ikj
is
There
an
u
horror.
r
newly
rooms,
all
furnished,
Examiner and abstracter of land
were purchased by the city, the street
painted and papered. The best pay- titles, Including those of Spanish and
lailways were purchased, slums were necessity for the reproduction of iile to he either aiuful or d macrons.
ing property in Albuquerque. Any Mexlcau origin.
swept away to be replaced by broad The uscof Mother's Friend o prepare-- , the system for the coming event
o:rir acceptable. Call or address C.
rt reels and modern ien inc uts, the that it is Kafc-l- passed without any danger. This great and wonderful
rr. willbinis'lntliiinPlle
I. Wardc, the Minneapolis Hor.se,
sewer sysu'in was remodeled, free remeuy is always
w :l) cure lliiml,
Mtiti:u-i.AlV.i.juoniue, N. M.
schools, including schools f art and
lilt--, uunr
ami
luiiini
and
externally,
I lie luuiui'd.
1
;
1MU
eta!.li.-tiednl)sirih
mu
were
technology.
FOR
SALE General
nurclnndise
iU'Ullj;,'
r, ucla
has
&l
thousands'
eiu
carried
lite
uuas
seums, lilirarbi, parks and recreation
business on the El I'aso and Sunt
,
.is u rt.'uliit
it a liiMutit re- I. at lis and u uslilioiisi-were of women throiiL'h the
Mexico.
New
in eastern
l.rt. J'r. ill i.iius' JikIi uii i'l
1
B
11 built
luh- iH.'iiar.tl for
by the city.
Stock $15,0(10 to $20,000. Fine optrying crisis without suffering.
Kvrry box U
Inn of Uiu private part.
He ww defeated for parliament in
S,'iwi for fr,ts Ikm!c ronuiniiiff information uf
portunity for right party. Can exViirnuiUMl. llv tlruuKis. !v mutl on r'- Val.ir lo ull x;h isuI motlm.
plain ton.! reason for selling. Lo flpt o n. iv All cm. unl f MM. WILLIAMS
Sheffield In 1872, but In 17M lie was prkt-loui.iu.
unanimously returned from ItlruiiiiK-liaTbe Bradneld Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ca.
cality healthiest in New Mexico, Ad MANUFACTURING CO..
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
and has filled the seal ver since.
dress Imj'iiries to this

by Carrier, 60c per month

.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

with names and addresses
of people who are
'Neccessary to Youjt Prosperity

rot Invalids

ffl

.4
11

i.nfiu)

mi

of the man wko fhould be working for youl
of the mao "h" wouid plKlly lend you mosey?
. ul.l like to buy your horse?
of the n.'tn '.vna
of the man who would buy an Interest In your business?
of the man who would buy that lot of ground?
of the man who would buy your old bicycle?

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

t

EVENING CITIZEN.

MONEY to LOAN

INTEREST

ALLOWED

With Ample Mean

ON

SAVINGS

and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicit

SHTIFTFr?1?

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
V. P. and Cashier- - W J
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J.
Baldrldge, Solo- -'
nion Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cronwell.

President; W. S. StHckler,

Solomon Luna,

c

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.

well-kno-

e

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ss

aUjKFQUHRQTja,

Ad-dre-

y

cele-!rate-

d

JOSHTTA 8.

XATNOUn .

FLOUKNOT
FRANK McKBBB .
K. A. FROST
H. F. KATJUUa
M. Vf

N. U.
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..-.m- ..m

REAL ESTATE

mm.

PVeMdeat

MM...T)ee PreeMrat

.-,

Cashier

m

Cashier
...Mmm..iMMut
.
Dtreetor

V.

KPOJHTOaftT.

Avtaoriat Cfcpttaa
Pala TJs CayKil, Barytas aa4 PrefMa
Depository fer AtoUeen, Toseka

9S60,00(M

But F

Railway Company

ST A TE NA TIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

shoe-mak-

CAPITAL,
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, .

TT

. .

$100,000.00
22,000.00

4

)

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Wond

o

We Want Your

Banking Business

f"
:

t)

above-mentione- d

cross-examin-

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron.- - Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. B. A. Mlera.
U. H. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

e

J

ciiTvls
17-2- 2.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

6--

er

in & if

THE QUESTION IS THE PLUMBER
not the value of plumbing. Our work
Is warmly commended by those who
have had the most difficult and intricate jobs to be done, proof positive of
our knowledge, skill, carefulness, conscientiousness.
May
we have the
pleasure of classing you with our
Estimates cheerfully given
on all kinds of plumbing work.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose in the city.

,

Standard Plumbing and Heating
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

u

Far-wel- l.

Oil I PS

t

Oinl-liifi-

1

p.

Colo., Red 284.

X00OOOO0OOOOOOaOO0OC
ESTABLISHED
RELIABLE."
L. a, PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
1873.

OLD

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

1

up-pli-

Co.

Cat

riis the largest and

Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
iu the Southwest.

Groceries

RAILROAD

AVENU:..

J.

C.

0

z
0

M

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
FAINT Covers more, loo..a best, wears the
longest, most economical; f ill measure.
Bl'lMJiNu PAPER Always In stock- Plaster, Mine, Cement. Palt.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
-

0

s

Im

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

0

0

X

SATURDAY,

SLT.

INTERESTING EVENTS IN

Five years from now and you would not know it wa the
of the city. .jjM Better buy tome of those beautiful fifty-fointerest, and you will double your money

,

ed.

The Pilgrims finally left Ply
mouth In the Mayflower.
164:;
Gov. Kleft orders
a general
thanksgiving In New Amster
dam for the restoration of peace
with the Indians.
1631 Obadiah Holmes given thlrt
lasher at Boston because he Is
a Baptist.
1676--Massachusetts force surprises
and subdues the Indians at Co
checo. Me.
1781 A British expedition under Ben
edict Arnold burns New i.on
Conn., Arnold's native
don.
town, after Fort Griswold had
been captured and most of the
surrendered garrison killed.
conflagration
In New
1830 Great
buildYork city burns forty-si- x
ings, with a loss of JlD.Uuu.uOO.
I860 A lrnlon force under Oen. Grant
enters Kentucky and occupies
Paducah.
1SS 1 The wounded President Garfield
is removed from Washington to
Klberton, N. J., where he died.
1SS9
Death of Jefferson Davis.
McKinley was shot
19U1 President
twice by Leon Czolgosz, while
in the Temple of Music, Pun- American exposition, Buffalo.
1901
The sultan of Turkey ordered
the release of Miss Stone, the
American missionary, who, with
a companion, was captured and
held for ransom by brigands In
Bulgaria. She was not, however, actually liberated until the
following year.
,
September 7
1522 Circumnavigation of the globe
completed by the return of Magellan's ship to Spain.
capitulated
1760 Montreal
to the
English,
completing
General
Amherst's conquest of Canada.
1781 Lafayette, with 8.000 men, prevents the retreat of Cornwaius
into North Carolina.
1820 Total eclipse of the sun visible
In nearly all parts of the United
States.
1855 First Hebrew temple or synagogue In tae Mississippi valley
consecrated at St. Louis, Mo.
1865 President Johnson
Issues his
proclamation.
second amnesty
pardoning all who have upheld
the Confederacy, except tne
leaders.
1867 General amnesty proclaimed by
President Johnson to all but a
few of the high officials of the
late Confederacy
1892 James J. Corbett defeats John
L. Sullivan at New Orleans and
wins the world's neavy weight
championship.
1892 Death of John Greenleaf Whit-tie- r
at Hampton Falls, N. H.
September 8
1664 New Netherlands taken by (he
English without a struggle.
1760 Great Britain formally annexes
Canada, which has been surrendered to Gen. Amherst.
1780 British enter North Carolina
from the south.
17S1
Battle of Eutaw Springs. S. C,
the last important battle In the
south of the war of Independence.
1825 Gn. Lafayette, who has been
the nation's guest, sails from
Washington for France in an
American frigate.
1S47
The Mexicans, having broken
the armistice, hostilities are renewed at the battle of Molino
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A Free Auto Ride to University. Heights!

Events in American history occur'
inclusive:
ring on September

September 6
14'.2 Columbus resumes his voyage,
after making repairs at the Ca
nary islands.
1609 Hendrlck Hudson anchored at
Sandy Hook and sent forward a
lioat containing five of his crew
to take soundings. They were
engaged by two Indian war ca
noes and the first English blood
shed In American waters re
sulted, John Colman being kill
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ame Albuquerque. The Height Will be the aristocratic retidence ectioh
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down$5.00 per month. No

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners
Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

First National Bank Building

,

of

1620

del Rey.

1S60

18i4

1853

Nearly 30 lives lost in collision
on I.ake Michigan between the
steamer Lady Elgin and the
cshooner Augusta.
accepts the
McClellan
Gen.
democratic nomination for pres
Ident, but rejects the platform
declaring the war a failure.
Last spike driven in the North
ern Pacifl railroad at a point
near Gold Creek, Mont.

CERTIFICATE
OF BOARD OF HEALTH REGARD
ING SAMPLES OF WATER
FROM MATTHEW'S JERSEY DAIRY.
In connection with the recent report
or tne city physician on the typhoid
situation, in connection with the re
port of a Las Vegas expert on certain
samples cf water taken from a well at
the Matthew's dairy, the Albuquerque
board of health yesterday issued the
lonowing statements,
together with
the full report of City Chemist Profes
sor Jolin Weinzlrl, with the request
that all be made public:
Albuquerque, N. M.. Sept. 6. 1906.
The following report of the city
cnemist regarding examination of Inspected wells Is published in order
that the public may know that all precautions are being taken and In Justice to all persons concerned, we likewise append a certificate givn by
Prof. Weinzirl to Mr. James E Matthew.
JOHN C. PEARCE. M. D.,
Member Board of Health.
JAMES H. WROTH, M. D
ueniber Board of Health.
FRANK M'KEE, Mayor,
D. H. CAnrsS, M. D.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 6, 1906.
'io Whom It May Concern:
This is to certify tuat I have taken
three (3) samples of water from Matthew's Jersey dairy and have examined them for typhoid contamination.
All were found to be free f such contamination.
JOHN WEINZIRL,
City Chemist and BicUriologlst.
Approved :
JaMES H. WPOTH,
Member Board of Health.
JOHN F. PEARCE, M. 1.,
Member Board of Health.
FRANK M'KEE. Mayor.

TERRITORIAL
EARLY

FIRE BURNS

WHILE CUBA FIGHTS,

TOPICS

DEATHS FROM
PECOS COUNTRY
James Hinson,-clerk in the
went to the mountains last week
sister-in-lawith his
and Mrs. Geo.
Hinson. While in camp between Hope
and Weed, he died suddenly or heart
failure. His heart action had been
weak ever since he Buffered from a
severe attack of pneumonia, four
years ago. His father. Rev. George
Hinson. was rector of the Episcopal
church at Roswell for years, and Is
now at Farmington, N. M.
Buck Powell, a well known pioneer
of southeastern New Mexico, died a
few days ago at Ills home on Lower
Pen a s co at th age of 55. When a very
young man he served as a scout under General Shafter on the plains In
a campaign against the Comanches.

ALLEY

Fire at 2 o'clock Thursday morning
destroying the bowi.ng alley at
. ne alley was the property
cf Mr. and Mrs. Woods. It was funy
covered by insurance. Through hard
work the flames wtre stopped before
they could spread to other buildings
In the neighborhood and thus what
might, have lien a serious conflagration was prevented.

a

post-offic-

Liquor Co.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.

w

7

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

w

Wines, Liquors & Cigars

CHURCHES APPLAUD
ROSWELL ALDERMEN
A resolution endorsing the action
of Messrs. Wisely, Burns,
Johnson.
Jump, Klnslnger and Wyllys, the six
councilmen of Roswetl who voted
against the resolution presenteded at
a recent meeting of the city council
by the gamblers through a paid atMRS. DIGNEO
torney, asking that the question of li- BURIALATOFSANTA
FE YESTERDAY
censing gambling be submitted to the
services were held yestervoters of the town, was adopted in all dayFuneral
over the remains of the
the protestan churches of Roswell late morning
Mrs. John Dlgneo at Santa Fe.
the other evening.
Requiem mass was solemnized at 9
LIKE T HE ABOVE CARRY STRUCTURAL
o'clock at the cathedral by Rev. Fath- MULE TEAMS AND CARTS
SALOON GIVES WAY
MAlERIAL AND '1 riRONO MAD RIDS STREETS.
TO A DRUG STORE er Antonio Fourchegu, the vicar genAs soon as tne Garst building, Ros- eral, In the presence of a large gath- Special Correspondence.
The
Madrid, Sept. 8. For the first time
well, being put up on the site of the ering of relatives and friends.
Horse Shoe saloon. Is completed, It body was then conveyed to its last since the war with America. Spain Is j
will be occupied by the Payton Drug resting place In Rosarlo cemetery. beginning, commercially and Indus- triaily, to stand on her feet.
Book and Stationery company, now lo- The pall bearers were Felipe B.
Frank Delgado, Jose D. Sena,
It waa believed that a gt nerati. n
cated In the Godair building on the
corner of Third nd Main streets, op- lxiuls Napoleon, John Hampel, of would elapse before Spain regained
posite the postoffice.
The change Is Santa Fe, C. A. Grande of Albuquer- its equilibrium, but the Spaniards
made necessary through" tne need of que. Many beautiful floral offerings have puched in, as the French did af- war, and they
larger quarters for the drug company, were placed upon the bier as tokens ter the Franco-Prussiaoutgrown the of affection for the deceased and sym- have now put their country on a highIts business having
pathy for the surviving members of er level than It has been for a cen- building.
tury.
the family.
Nef Industries are In operation In
BIG PEARS GROW
PIN
SAFETY
REMOVED
all parts of tne land, the mining
AT ALAMOGORDO
FROM
BABY'S THROAT wealth of the country Is being
de- D. F. Bass of Alamogordo has on
An
machine
perhaps
saved
capital,
by
veloped
Spanish
and
.
pear
Is
fourteen the life yesterday
which
exhibition a
of the agriculture is booming.
Millionaire
Inches In clrumference and weighs infant son of Juliusafternoon
Muralter, the Spaniards who resided In Cuba before
more than a pound and a half. He tailor, say the New Mexican.
The the war have returned home, and are
also has beside it in the window a child had swallowed an open safety Investing
in local Industrial ventures, i
potato weighing over half a pound, p.n which found lodgement deep down
In
of Spain the recent de-- '
the
north
Both were raised on a little tract of, n. his throat.
The pin could not be velopment has been particularly
land which he has under cultivation: leached with the finger nor was it visvages are now alKiut 50 per
in Otero county, and no special effort ible to the eye without the aid of the cent higher
tnan they were at the time'
was made to force the products to
Dr. J. M. Diaz who was sum- of the American war.
Km1
if 1
glow to their enormous size.
""V
moned ordered the baby brought to
New mines of coal have iet n found
tils office and had no difficulty in in maay parts of tne country.
malocating the pin with his
REPUBLICANS OF
Accompanying the new found pros-- :
OTERO COUNTY chine. Having found where the pin perlty of Spain there has been a rise
The republicans of Otero county was lodged it was an easy matter to in the prices of all commodities, and
r-rhold tnelr county convention on Sep- extract It with a surgical Instrument. from being one of the cheapest places
tember 22 at Alamogordo for the pur- The child's throat was
lacerated In Europe in which to live, Spnln is
pose of nominating candidates
for somewhat by the pin but otherwise becoming one of tae most expensive,
....
ivc- :.V." fy"-county ohiees. It is freely predicted the little fellow suffered no bad ef- At the time of the American war the
by all politicians of the county that fects. He was in excruciating agony Spanish peseta was wort.i about 13
this year's campaign will be the while the pin stuck In his throat. The cents. It Is now worth 19 cents, or
"warmest" In the history of the coun- baby had been playing with the pin within one cent of Its p&r value. Gold
ty.
This is based upon the reason unknown to the mother and had is entering the c:uniry, owing to a
that the democrats claim the county, placed it in his mouth as nabieg will. new regulation that all customs dues,
yet the republicans captured every
must be paid with the yellow metal,
county office in the election of two DEATH OF A DEAR
A
which was recently be- MOTHER IN KANSAS CITY gun. ra..road
years ago.
to run from Madrid northward
Dispatches to the Browne family to the
An apartment house In Valasquez
frontier. Is being invested in
in Las Vegas early Tuursday evening largely
ARIZONANS VOTE
street, in the new residential district
by Americans.
OUT THE SALOON brought the sad intelligence of the
Madrid Is sharing the prosperity of of Madrid, where the cheapest rent Is
By an overwhelming majority
the death in Kansas City at 340 Gladstone the rest of the country
and is becom- $1,000 a year.
of Mrs.
people of Buckeye, Arlington and Lib- loulevard
Artless Jane ing one of the most beautuul
capitals of 30O,00O each. New public builddeerty, Arizona, voted out saloons. The Browne, aged 75 years. General
New
in Europe.
are being ings and municipal improvements
votes in the three precincts stood 75 bility Is the cause of Mrs. Browne's built, and an entirelyhouses
new residential have been begun.
against to 13 in favor of them. The death. Sue was the mother tf eleven section Is being constructed
in the
The Spaniards are buying automosaloon men now believe tuat 13 is an children, all of whom are living. They eastern part of the city, near
the biles in large numbers, are ordering
are: Millard W. Browne, C. W. Buena
unlucky number.
apartRetiro park. Splendid
handsome carriages and are displayAt Arlington but 10 votes were cast Browne, E. L. Browne and Mrs. T. B. ment houses
in progress of erec- ing their wealth. Spain without her
but all were against the saloon men. McNair of Las Vegas; Mrs. C. N. tion. Eleven are
houses for grandees are colonies Is becoming more prosperous
At Liberty the vote was 17 to 6 Blackwell of Raton, E. H. Browne, K. now being built
at an average cost man she was with them.
against the saloonists while in Buck- L. Browne, Miss Helen F. Browne,
eye precinct where they put up the Mrs. N. H. Norton and Mrs. D. I.
hardest fight, they mustered but 8 Parsons of Kansas City, and Mrs.
John Bayless of Braidentown, Florida.
votes to 48 by the antis.
Mrs. Browne had been 111 for a
DOUGLAS COUNCIL
month past, althougn she was not conFAVORABLE TO GAMBLERS fined to her bed. Millard W. Browne
The presentation of the
and Mrs. McNair of Las Vegas departpetition before the city council ed for Kansas City Thursday night
at Douglas, Arizona, the other night, on delayed No. 2, They were joined
has precipitated a sharp fight In the at Raton by Mrs. Blackwell. E. L.
couapll. The petition was signed by Browne stated he thought tne funeral
80 per cent of the voters of the city will probably be held Sunday If all
and has the best wishes of a larger the children will have succeeded in
percentage of tne voters than that. reaching Kansas City by that time.
After the council heard speeches of
citizens in support of the petition, Act- A Jamaican Lady Speaks Highly of
1
-A
ing Mayor Pritcheet referred It to a
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy,
special committee.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su- Mr. Pritchett is the only member f perintendent of Cart Service at King- the council who openly opposed the ston, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,'
petition and his committee Is sup- says that she has for some years used
UonrmHir
posed to be friendly for the gamblers. PhAmllArlnin'a
f'ntt crh
fnf
Oilier members of the council con- coughs, croup and whooping cough
tended that the petitions should have land has found It very beneficial. She
been referred to one of the numer-ouhaa implicit confidence in it and would
standing committees and there Is not be without a bottle of It In her
quite a division among tfteni.
home. Sold by all druggists.

We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete

nut

Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. 8vHLIT, .
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUI3 HUNTER,
T.J. MONARCH,

And other standard brands of whiskies
too numerous to m tlon.

Del-gad- o,

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

n

j

Ji

m

But sell the atralght article as received by us from tha best T7lnerie.
Distilleries and Breweries in. the United States. Call and Inspect onr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List-issuto dealers only.
ed
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St. Michael's College
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.

j

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber,

fss

1

Alboqaerqwe, New Mcxfco

0000
AS A SPEGIA1 INDUCEMENT

AND IS NOW EIGHTY

:f

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marqaette

RULED FIFTY YEARS

to those who are anxious to hare a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range No.
921.00. Terms, IS cash and 14 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gaa Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each,
of a range will
he given, free, one year's subscription to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
62-1-

25-1- 8,

k

j

pj-chase-

r

i

I

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.

CAN HEAR; CANT TALK;
BOY'S STRANGE CASE
Indianapolis, Ina., Sept. 8. Frann
Ellsworth Rutledge, aged 10 years, is
just as bright as any uoy of his age in
the land. Moreover, he is a genuine
boy.
but he cannot talk. He can
hear just, as good as you can hear.'
Frank has never in his 10 yt ars utter-- ,
ed an intelligible word. How to give!
him an education Is what is puzzling
his parents and his friends. His par--1
ents are not able to employ a private
tutor.
The state deaf and dumb school authorities refuse to educate him because he Is not deaf.
The city and township schools refuse to take him because he cannot
talk.
The usual avenues ti education:
are closed to Frank Ellsworth Rut-- i
ledg-- , who at the aee of In.
endow-ed with perfect body, good health and'
enthusiastic spirit, but who cannot
iy word of moutj make himself un-- !
1

ut

Frederick

)

aLEADING

I,

1

tllx worth
Rutledpe

.....

SAWMILLS AND DRY FARMS
IN CLIFFDWELLERS PARK
The Ramon Vigil t:rant of ti7,iMjU
acres on tue Pajarito Cliffdwellers'
park. Just west of Santa Fe, was
bougut by B. S. Philips, who has already it ken steps to build a bridge
acro.-the Rio (jraiiile at Buckmaii's
and to establish there a lumber park.
Sawmills will be ei. cied at various
points on the grant, which Is well
timbered, and the liiui.er will be shipped t Colorado points over the Denver & Ri Grande railroad.
A colonization project and a power
plain to dtrive its
from the Rio
Grande are under consideration and
ury farming experiments will be carried on upon the mesas of the grant.
a

iit

A

99m9

J. H. O'REILLY & CO.

grand duke of Baden,
will celebrate his 8'ith birthday Sep-- ,
tember 9, at Karlsruhe, tne capital of
the grand duchy. For fifty years
has rule ver his 2,000,000
people, zealously endeavoring to pro- mote economic and educational pro-gress. tie is one of t lie? best loved of

1

.

oo
fVederiO

'

1

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

JLl-J--

Uerstood.
are living lo
way
devise some
in
.
.
.
TVl,
fiw.tt,.,.. rxri
.
uuy SJyB: ...--Meiwmcn Vto educate
me boy, but as
d
know what to do. for If he yet have failed to arrive at any
up in ignorance he cannot earn clslon
Lorenzo Trojillo, a San Juan Indian,
was f uud guilty in the district court a living. We once decided to have
One of the bov's aunts did
n. t
at Santa Fe of smuggling whisky from him educated at a Catholic school talk until she was nine vear old. Tin
Colorado ln:o the Jicarilla Apache res- by paying a small fee, but we fear 'woman is now a successful teacher n
ervation and wai sentenced to thirty we cannot succeed at that."
an Ohio cilv. This
Vea hfiTiM that
The country and city authorities some day Frank may
days in Jill. and $1 fine and costs.
to talk.
SAN JUAN INDIAN
GUILTY OF SMUGGLING

Chan. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated

SPAIN IS BOOING

TWO

A BOWLING

J. D. Eakln, President.
Vice President.

O. Gloml,

tile rulers f German states,
It was this ruler who, at Versailles,
King William of
in 1K71. proposed

k
Prussia for emperor of the
erated German states,, and was for
many years one of the emperor's most
trusted advisers. The grand duchess
Is the only daughter of William 1.
confed-Frederlc-

Starving to Death.
Because her stomach was so weakened by useless drugging that she
not eat. Mrs. Mary H. Walcould
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
was literally starving to death.
She
writes: "My stomach was so weak
from useless drugging that I could
not eat, and my nerves so wrecked
that I could not sleep; and not before I was given up to die was I Induced to try Electric Bitters; with
the wonderful result that improvement began at once, and a complete
cure followed " Best health Tonic on
earth. 5ic. Guaranteed by all druggists.

A Citizen Want ad does the work.
Citizen Aaut ad does the work. Try one.

DRUGGISTS
mC- Mall Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

r
i

Albuaueraue Business Men
CJUVKsJ IMOG Mil

liiV JVUMIMily IsilJ- -

zen because it Is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read,
& &

j
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Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

THE JAFFA

unwittingThe New Jersey Federation of l.abor has
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
has a
which
question,
interesting
economic
an
raised
President.
much wider application than Its members seem to have
any conception of. There has of late bun an unusually
THE NOVEMBER ELECTION
strict enforcement of a law regulating the liquor traffic.
The November election will lie the b'.pRcst one New
"Good Things to
which results in the general closing of drinking saloons
Mexico has ever known big In size and big In Import-KneJersey.
In
New
on
Sunday
Tact
As to Rise, it will be well to renumber the
The federation unanimously auopieu rrauuuum
that the election will Include the following:
condemning
the law and declaring that It takes money
Vote on Joint statehood by a yes or no ballot; vote
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
worklngmen. In Newurk a huntor members of a constitutional convention; vote for del- out of the pocketsMif
by the closing ot
out
thrown
been
had
musicians
dred
legislative
egate to congress; vote for members of both
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
Sunday. The production of cigars for the
houses; and, last but not least, vote for county officials. saloons on
brewers-unioThe
week.
75.100
a
fallen
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
TbU Is the limit of voting in New Mexico. Were this a Sunday trade had had lost forty members, the
are again on the market and
in Newark
tate, we would Tote for state and Judiciary officials, but
Jersey
of
and the clgarmakers
merit continued patronage.
we are receiving the choicest
union forty-fivbeing a territory cur territorial and Judicial officials are
on account of the Sunday closing. The
variety grown In Southern Caliappointed for us without our leave or license. However, City fifty, all
of the resolution declared that labor had been
fornia. We receive EVER
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
the foregoing list of the scope of the approaching elec- proposer
because Sunday was the drinking day of
"sacrificed.''
.
IXXRAGQOfj
DAY FRESH SHIPMENTS DItion Is ample to Indicate Its importance.
ones
only
that
were
the
cigars
union
men
and
union
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
RECT from the patches In iced
If both parties, as it is reasonnble to suppose they the
sold. It was "resolved" that the law "works
will shall put full tickets In the field, the number ot could be
crates.
thft
In
wage
earners
boys, ranging in age from 2,2 to 17 years. The
larger
and overcoat tor small and
injury upon a great number of
candidates among whom the voter must make his several great
Place your orders early each
fedemployment,
and
the
of
out
men
throwing
by
state'"
choices will be quite large, and It will require no little
day as the supply Is limited.
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
organized labor were pledged to "fight it."
carefulness on the part of the voter to Insure his suc- eration and
involved.
are
questions
variety
of
In this matter a
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
cessful selection of the candidates of his choice. So
There Is the liquor or temperance question, and the Sunmuch for
In,
thTmXrs upon which the voter jda, question, with their moral, social and religiousof the
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.
The
political question of the use
and
the
plications,
can
upon
franchise,
exercise
his
to
will he called
notie
more interesting, if not
Chief among these Is the question of labor vote and its effect. But question. Any sudden
overestimated.
economic
important,
the
is
more
statehood. Of course it is important that we send good
Fine Gothing and
Fine Clothing and
affecting the consumption or use ol
Both free stone and Cling stone
men and true, able and honest men, to the legislature or radical change
employ
Furnishing
Furnishings
disturb
the
a
time
for
will
labor
of
products
the
prime
if
now
and
their
at
for
are
and that we select the same character of officials
temporary
ana
Is
a
minor
but
that
workmen,
of
ment
you are going to preserve or
our county government. But mistake here can be rectian advantage for worklngmen, s a class,
pickle some don't delay longer,
fied two years hence. Error In either can be productive matter. Is it
be
to
consumption
deemed
of
of only temporary evil. Not so with th question of that nny particular kind
riace your orders wth us. Both
or merely wasteful, snould De continstatehood. Mistake here will cast its malign Influence vicious. Injurious
price and quality are the best.
mooted
going
the
Into
encouraged?
Without
or
ued
on New Mexico, In all probability throughout the entire
and
worklngmen
especially
to
done,
harm
lifetime of every one now a voter In the territory. Re- points of the
consumption of liquors and tojection of statehood now undoubtedly means the con- their families, by the
harm by having saloons open
this
of
increase
bacco,
the
tinuance, of territorial vassalage and Infelicity through on Sunday, or
Importance
to society of a more seemthe
times indefinite. The Citizen has so often argued this
of the day by closing
observance
say
sacred
to
ly,
not
reproduced.
now
be
point that repetition of It need not
merely
us
consider
the wider economic
places,
let
such
Bvery friend of statehood should not only realize the
we can sell you
vital character of the issue at stake, and govern himself question.
Assuming that the consumption of liquors and tocheaper
our comaccordingly, but he should exert whatever of Influence
We are growing every day in
bacco is either injurious, physically, morally or otherhe may have in directing others Into the same path.
petitors.
we
day
Every
department.
this
and wasteful, Is It an Industrial
Ot scarcely less importance than the voting for wise, or merely useless
make more goods and they nre
- First. We are in our
up and to encourage and increase it?
statehood Is the selection of members of the constitu- benefit to keep it
always sold. Tnere Is a reason
If It should be Biiddenly Btopped or rapidly di
course
Of
se
inQUALITY.
predominating
We
convention.-TheIs
two
It
are
for this.
the
tional
own building don't pay
WOUIU cause mucn uisiurimnce in me
guarantee the quality of every
terests in. the coming campaign to vole for statehood minished It Industries,
supengaged
In
business
the
good
and
by
and
be
as
us
to
article made
a month rent.
and to select the best possible men to compose the con- plying
as pure ingredients and skilled
these articles of consumption, and many would
stitutional convention; for on the constitution, shall
Second.
We buy enus
a
Give
can
consummake it.
labor
throw out of employment and disabled for
statehood be obtained, will depend the prosperity and be
In this department.
Our
trial
curtailAny
considerable
labor.
products
ing
of
tirely
other
in
car lots lowest
greatness of the future state. In view of these facts,
goods will surely please you. '
days, would have a
which can not be denied, the largest possible fortretful-neB- S ment, whether on bunday or otherprices; biggest discounts.
Try our Krack Kream Bread
degree. It would disturb
of self and
and the largest possible corresponding effect in some
flso our Fancy Layer Cakes
trade.
of
lines
certain
of
of
labor
adjustment
and
the
We pay cash .
Jelly Rolls
exercle of wisdom and patriotism should characterize
in the course of time new adjustments were
Stiffs
Cream
the two parties in all the use of their respective political But suppose that,
every invoice coming
certain articles consumed in large quan- Cnocnlate Squares
machinery, from the primary caucus to the nominating effected so
than
injurious
beneficial.
as
regarded
rather
Coffee
itles,
but
Cakes
into
our store for the past
territorial conventions.
Cinnamon Rolls, etc.
should be wholly eliminated or reduced to small propor- ten
years
been disions, and the Industries and trade connected with them
in
ARIZONA AND JOINT STATEHOOD
general
correspondingly curtailed. Would that be a
counted.
It is developing that there is a sentiment in Arizona jury or a universal benefit?
The capacity of labor to produce would not be u
favorable to Joint statehood with New Mexico. It may
hpen in trio f
not be strong enough to cast a majority of the votes at minished, nor would the opportunity for 1'i'plylng it be
W
liv lUi iUUl W
the approaching election, but there is enough In it to destroyed. It would be more largely employed in pro
"Good Things to Fat"
for
e
twenty-fivbusiness
the
past
understand
years
detail. -it
every
in
attract the attention of the opponents of the proposed ducing things which were more necessary, more useful
SAME DAY
ORDERS
FILLED
THE
MAIL
community
the
where
Individual
how
and
and
buy.
more
to
the
or
beneficial
to
union.
THEY ARE RECEIVED.
Viewed from the standpoint of Arizona there seems These things would become more plentiful and less cost
to be hardly anything to be said against joint statehood, ly to the consumer. With a sound system of production
FURNITURE, CARPETS
and yet it is in that territory that the most vigorous op- and distribution, by which everybody received his eqult
DRAPERIES. ,
beyond
position is manifested. Joint statehood means the annex- able share of the fruits of labor, everybody would
ation of New Mexico to Arizona. It is the. latter which doubt be better off economically, quite aside from all
There is no fallacy
wtould preserve its identity.
The idea that the moral and social considerations.
Keep
Clothes
people of a state should object to an extension ot its more common or more delusive than that there is benefit
Looking clean and neat by pracboundaries Beems so unreasonable that one must 'ook to any class In the community in mere wasteful or de
tical cleaners and pressors.
for some hidden motive. It Is not necessary in this case structlve consumption of the products of lalior. New
French Dry and Steam CleanYork Journal of Commerce.
to go far to find it.
ing a specialty.
is the question. Whether
With politicians It Is found In their desire to secure
Second Hand Clothing bought
state and federal offices. In the case of certain great
ami sold.
'tis nobler in the end to suffer the z
railroad corporations it is foupd In their objection to the
Plumes, fancy work and Laces
RAPID DESTRUCTION OF
cares that poverty brings us or to
establishment of a state government of any kind. The
dyed any coior.
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
COUNTRY'S HERITAGE
.Tallroads object to a change from the territorial to a
succeed in life by starting a bank'
Brown's Cleaning and
state government, because they fear that under the latEASY TO REACH.
account
regular
by
deposits
and
XX0XXX50QOXXXX0XX000XXXX
.
Pressing
Works
ter their taxes would be higher. ThVy are content with
become
RELIEVES PAIN.
Lumbering Is the chief industry of that vast region
the present order of things, and they recognize thatif
W. Silver Avt.
Auto. Phone 270
To the man who is wise and
joint statehood is defeated it will be a long time before bounded on the north by Alaska, on the south by Call
BUILDS
UP THE SYSTEM.
careful, there is only one way to
fornia, on the west by the Pacific ocean, and on the east
either Arlaona or New Mexico Is admitted.
way
one
make'
to
is
succeed.
The
CURES RHEUMATISM.
Some of the politicians of Arizona think they see a by the Rocky mountains. In this territory, known as
a start by opening a bank account;
possibility of a United ' States senatorshlp for them It the Pacific northwest, nearly 200,000 men are employed
CURES
KIDNEY AILMENTS.
even if it Is small at first, it will
at the
Arizona is allowed to come In as a separate state, and in cutting down the last primeval forest of this coun
grow. You will enjoy watching It
CURES DIABETES.
so they would defeat Joint statehood now. They would try, and slicing these stately armies of spruce and fir Champion Grocery and Meat Market
grow.
Cor. Seventh and Tijeras
rather take their chances on the separate admission of and cedar Into 5.000,(MIO,000 feet of lumber and 6,000,CURES INDIGESTION.
A bank account Is an excellent
A choice line of Imported Goods DiArizona than let the senatorship be divided between the 000,000 shingles every year.
CURES DROPSY.
This prodigious activity has built up cities and
rect from Italy.
belp to the man with a determinatwo territories. So It is with respect to other offices
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
tion to save his money.
Distributed among the inhabitants of one territory under states, and launched a mighty commerce. Its allied In
separate statehood, a greater number of the statesmen ot dustries directly support 600,000 people. This timbered
Remember, we handle the best
ACCOMMODATIONS
that territory would be accommodated. Against a con area is the richest natural treasure of the American con meats and a full line of choice
FIRST
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
sideratlon of this kind the prospect of developing a sin tinent, compared with which the gold mines of Alaska
CLASS.
LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI.
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
NEW
gle great stale, capable ot maintaining an efficient local and Nevada are of picayune value, for this and for com
It is so wonderfully rich a treasure
government and of exerting a powerful influeee upon ing generations.
See Santa Fe Agent for found
national affairs, seems with such men to have little that its owners are squandering it like drunken spend
thrifts. In these mighty western forests 1,000.000,000 DEATH CLAIMS THREE
weight. Denver Republican.
trip
rates, good for thirty day.
feet of lumber is wasted every year enough to build
The Denver News makes a good suggestion when 100,000 comfortable Americau homes
CHILDREN FROM ONE FAMILY We keep the quality ot our bread
"l)o these people ever think of the centuries through
It says that the most Instructive convention now within
up to the highest. This is possible
a
implores
growing?"
reach of Denver would be one projected upon dry farm which their harvest has been
lug lines and limited, for the present at least, to Ne western man, with the Interests of his state at heart. MR. AND MRS. VICTOR SAIS LOSE by using;
braska, Kansas, Wyoming and Colorado. For such an "Does it never occur to them that they are. the trustees
THIRD CHILD YESTERDAY
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
The Best Flour,
AFTERNOON IN FIVE
exhibit and convention Denver would prove a convenient of a' heritage for future generations to be guarded, cared
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
requires
MONTHS.
cetral point. To icrease the value of the gathering ef for and watched, to be used only as necessity
The Best Labor,
forts should be made to secure the attendance of farm or price justifies, and not to be wantonly wasted or deThe Best Methods,
Kor the third time In the past five
era, dairymen and fruit raisers who own lands in the stroyed, or disposed of without adequate return? And
reaper,
grim
has
Heath,
leaving
months
the
fulfilling
They
are
their trust?
arid regions, and who have shown by expert bow are they
Vic not only in mixing; and baking;, but
en ce what is really meant by dry farming the conserv half their crops 'n the woods to be burned, and for the visited the home of Mr. and Mrs.Eighth
Sals, residing at 816 North
also in taking- care of and selling; Your friendship and patronage It appreciated. Courtesy and
ation and best use of the rainfall and moisuire that na half they are marketing they are obtaining a beggarly tor
attention
deso- street, claiming each time as Its vic
the bread. If you want the, best
ture provides. The News should have included New return. They are leaving the ground a
Is a pleasure to us.
mem
family's
youthful
one
tim
of
the
ot
whole
Mexico lu the political divisions to be represented; for late waste. They are taking to themselves the
hers.
you'll have to use Balling's Bread. HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND
CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
Denver is more central to us than It is to Kansas, and the heritage intrusted to them. The sacred right ol
Little Ix)renzo Sals, aged ten
tbelr
will
with
they
do
theirs,
they
property
is
as
and
years
AND DESIRABLE.
was
mouths,
the latest victim of the
New Mexico has had dry farming for
and is desBAKERY,
PIONEER
Death Nemesis that seems to pursue
tined to a wonderful development along this line in the own."
20T SOUTH riR&T BITREET.
New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
It is possible, however, to see American enterprise the Sais family, he dying yesterday
years immediately to come.
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.
and headlong haste after quick returns attacking the afternoon after a short illness. The
Albuquerque to
services over the remains took
em tt eery day
J
There arrived at New Yok the oilier day forty Jew- "last stand of big timber" with an energy that is fairly funeral
place this morning from tho lmniacu
In the Her
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
ish children whose parents were murdered In recent infernal. A thousand mills and fleets of Hteum and sail late Conception
tvpt Sunday. Inchurch. Funeral 1)1
quire at
Wiealthy New York Jews paid for are walling for this harvest, and yet It Is traic and al rector Borders in charge, interment
Russian massacres.
the passage of the orphans to this country and made ar- most pitiful to think that the future is being robbed ot tieing bad in Santa Harbara cemtery
Andreas
Heat MarkOn March 14, while on a freight
rangements for homes for them. The immigration off- great treasures for the sake of a little profit in hand,
21 1 W. bold
et.
icers said these thildren could not be permitted to stay and thai a nation's birthright is being sold for a mess train en route to this city from Helen
Avenue.
Jose Suis, the 14 year-ol- d
son of Mr
in this country, but must be sent back to the desolation of pottage. Ralph I), i'aine In Outing.
and Mrs. Sals, died just as tho train
and hopelessness from which they came. Among the
reached the suburbs of this city. Less
THE LAND OF OLD AGE.
excluded classes of immigrants are those who are "likethan three months later Androlllta,
ly to become public charges," and the officials saw fit
This is one of the bitterest tilings we mothers have the young
daughter of the Salses,
We
DEALER IN
says
Hazaar.
we
when
Harper's
get
bear
to
old.
to hold that tbeso children come under that classificapassed away, she dying on June 2
to
Per Gallon
wet a wvr
children
can't belp our
tion. Some of the most eminent and 'h'iroiighly respon- have learned then that
And now the lirlm Reaper has taken
Men's, Women's and Childsible men and women of this country protested, declar- lead their lives one bit better. There is not one single the baby of the family. Two other
Special Price on Large Orders
ren's Fine Shoes
ing that these children should never be permitted to be- stone we can clear from lief ore their feet, lie our old daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Sals are
seriously
Delivered to any part of the city
ill
also,
reported
see
be
and
we
to
willing.
fingers
ever
so
yearning
hearts
With
come public charges, but would be taken Into good
First Class Repairing a Specialty
are entertained that soon death
All Work Guaranteed
American homes and be made Into good American citi- them making the mistakes we could teach them to fears
will have claimed all of tho children
No. 103 North rirtt Btramt
zens. Fortunately, the higher officials at Washington avoid if only they would listen. We see them going of
the unfortunate family.
here,
stumbling
through
experience
one
another,
after
overruled the decision to send these orphans back to
Phone Colo. Red 92.
auaiu hurting themselves against the same corner you
Russia.
Peter A. Tralnor.
world-worn
hurt yourself so long ago, repeating all the
I'eter A. Tralnor, who has resided
It Is claimed that for the seven mouths ended July, mistakes, while we elders watch anxiously and may not in this city for some time, died at his
190G, the canned" meat exports of this country were but even cry out. "Take care."
Our sons repeat the follies apartments here this morning at 11
His wife and
29,000,000 pounds, in round numbers, a decline of 15,0oo,-00- 0 of their fathers; our daughters make over again all the o'clock, of tuberculosis.
reside
Finest Whiskies
pounds or about 33 per cent from Hie exports during mistakes of tlieir mothers. It is very hard to sit in si- family and other relatives, who
in Columbus, O., have been communi-'cate- d
you
things
that
when,
see
doing
all
the
money
lence
same
period
them
joti
year.
the
last
This is estimated as a
dea
brother
of
the
with and
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
loss of $1,412,000. This is not surprising nor is the money did and then so painfully learned better. We feel that ceased is now en route to this city.
:
loss to the packers a mutter of regret other than that the we could so easily point to the fair open road if our chil- The remains will be shipped to CoBARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
J
people will have to pay for It in th advanced price of dren would lei us, but. we are as useless to them as lumbus for interment.
SAMPLt? AND
children
our
Inposts
to
guide
watch
blind.
the
We must
meat product to home consumers. Hut what is of
I
CLUB
ROOMS
Rohlof.
Avenue
Ignez
West
Railroad
know
we
terest to this section of stock raising is the prediction lose themselves in the tangle whose miseries
Tbe funeral services over the reby thotte best informed thai before the close of 19m; the so well, and see them at last, after long years of wanmains of lgnez Koblof, who died In
exports of American imals will be once more on the up- dering, find their way back home heart sore and worn-a- nd this city September 2, took place this Funeral Director and Licensed Embatmer
it
needn't
thinking
all
all the lime we can't help
- IBM
ward grade. Europe must import her meat supplies, and
afternoon at 4 o'clock, Kunerul Direct.
Pkrtnoa Automatic
Colorado, Blh M9B
the Uultt-- States have more meat and of belter quality have been. That, to us older mothers, is the heartrendr Strong in charge. Interment took
Result- ing part of it.
place lu rfama Harbara cemetery.
Coram Fifth Bad Railroad Avnua
than any other country.
W. 8. STRICKLE?,

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.
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are putting ihelr school buildings In
readnlnesg f r the opening day.
CONDUCTOR CARTER
EIGHT DAYS MORE
Mrs. J. ..I. Castillo has hern" In Albuquerque for some time In expectation of getting rid of the1 malarial feA
ver, .but has returned here. There are
DIED
UNTIL THE BIG FAIR
INTERESTED! COURTS
several cases of malaria here and one
bad cas? of typhoid, Carolina
betne very 111.
The aifalli cnp will be only about Two Waitresses Owe Their 'All Is In
City
In
Morning
Juveniles-Addresses
Held
This
StuReadiness For an
For
this year on account of the
carnage d ne by grasshoppers.
Delegates
and
Building
Brave
to
Lives
Quoting
on
the
Subject.
Opening Sep- Auspicious
dents
Hon. Pedro Castillo is yet lingering
long
with
his
sickness.
to Territorial
Tralnman.
Judge Llndsey.
tember 17.
Mrs. .1. M. Castillo expects to return to Albuquerque to remain for
sonic time, as a guest of Her sister
KIND
IS REPORTED DEAD THE BASE BALL TOURNAMENT
HOLIDAYS DURING FAIK WEEK CONVENTION AT SANTA FE Airs. J. U. Arniijo.

UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

BERNALILLO

DEMO-

-

Oon-vale-

one-hal-

THE DINING TABLE !

n

Is by all odds the moat conspicuous piece of furniture In your
dining room; henco, It should
combine the
Artittlo With the Useful.
You it experience a feeling of
satisfaction when you act
hostess it your table U a rood
one. Pe It
Mocfern or Colonial
In
Quartered,
or
Golden
Wheathered Oak, we are confident you'll And our prices for
"quality
furnltnre nearly as
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.
,
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First Foot Ball Game Yesterday
on

versity Notes.
The Hist football game of the. sea-so- n
was played on the campus yesterday l.etwen the Varsity and me
Scrubs." It was the first game
played under the new rules. Very
He dlu'erence from the eld style was
noticeable to the spectators except
the requirement of ten yards Instead
of five for firs', down, as the team
gets Into shape the fine points of the
new rules will probably appear. The
soulis put up a splendid defense but
could accomplish very little against
this years husky team, the varsity
In the history
team Is i..e strongest
of t;ie school. - Whether It shall prove
a winner is a question to be settled by
tne season's schedule. For the 'Varsity, Keller, rieald and Gonzales played well. Prof. Cadby, assisting the
senilis did good work In breaking up
in;rfereuce while Allen carried the
The following is" the
ball oftenest.
i.ne-u-

'

p:

Scrubs.

Varsity
Saulsberry
Haldwin
Crawford
Skinner

Mayo

center

floyd
Rogers
Phillips

r. guard

guard
r. tackle
1. tackle
1.

Hss

Heed

Emmons
Uryan
Galles

r. end.

Selva
Albright
Gonzales
K. Heald
Keller
Jones

end
r. half
1. half
full back
q. back .... C.
1.

Allen

Angen
K. Heald

.

o
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NOT AT ALL SCARCE
SEVERAL LARGE ONES DISPLAYED AT CITIZEN OFFICE ONE
MEASURES 15' INCHES IN
LENGTH, 14 INCHES IN
DIAMETER WEIGHS
4 POUNDS.
William H. H. Metzgar, a produce
farmer residing at Pajnrlto, eight
nille9 below Albuquerque, brought to
the office of The Evening Citizen this
morning a cucumber of the "World
Wonder" variety, measuring fifteen
inches in length and twelve Inches
in circumference, and weighing three
and one-hapounds, which he raised
on his truck farm.
Bailey Nowell, foreman of the press
rooms at The Evening Citizen office,
went Mr. Metzgar one better when he
displayed a cucumber measuring fifteen and
Inches in length
and fourteen inches in circumference
and weighing about four pouds.
Other truck farmers and grocer
have come forward with claims for
"the biggest cucumber," including one
In the windows of the Hawkins &
Trotter store, but as yet Mr. Nowell
seems to be entitled to the "championship."

Shortly after 10 o'clock this morn
ing the Bernalillo county democrats
held their county convention for the
purpose of selecting delegates to the
territorial democratic convention to
be held In Santa Fe, Wednesday, September 12, at 10 o'clock. Perfect
harmony prevailed, all motions being
carried unanimously.
County Chairman Hurkhait presided
at the opening of the convention and
on motion of O. N. Marron was unan
imously elected as temporary chairman, Thomas Morrln being elected
temporary secretary.
Nearly all of
the leading lights of the Hernallllo
county democracy were present when
the convention convened.
Vol. W. S. Hopewell moved that a
committee of three be appointed on
credentials. The motion carried and
O. N. Marron, Frank Moore and Leonardo Hunick were appointed a committee on credentials.
On motion Messrs. W. S. Hopewell,
D. H. Cams and Leonardo
Hunick
were appointed as a committee to select a list of nine delegates to the
Santa Fe territorial convention, to be
submitted to the county convention.
A recess of fifteen minutes was then
taken to allow the committees to consult among themselves, after which
they submitted their reports to the
convention.
After the adoption of the report of
the committee on credentials the report of the committee on delegates
was read and, on motion, unaniniotls-l- y
adopted. Those elected as delegates to the territorial convention
were as follows:
Messrs. Summers Burkhart, A. P.
McMillen,
Leonardo Hunick, O. N.
Marron. Frank Moore, W. S. Hopewell, J. H. Wroth, I). H. Cams and
John McCutchen.
The convention then adjourned,
without taking action on tho statehood or any other matter.
,

At yesterday's assembly. Prof. Hod- gin addressed the students on "juvenile Courts," a subject in which he is
deeply interested. ' Last summer he
made a special study of such courts
in los Angeles. In addition he has
nad widely with reference to special
judges for child criminals in New,
lork. Chicago and Denver. The last
named city especially is fortunate In
the "kids' " judge, Ken Llndsey. Judge
ou the
Lmdsey'B remarkable hold
tough boys of that city has done more
tnan any other means to decrease the
number of criminals and to make decent men of bad boys. Prof. Hodglii's
talk was listened to with groat Inter- CALL
est as are all, his remarks.
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Wlhere To
Worship
'

Immaculate Conception Church
Early mass at ; high mass and sermon at 9:30. Evening service and Instruction at 7:30.

.

.

enue. Holy communion at 7:30 a. m.
Sunday school at 10 a. in. Morning
prayer and sermon at 11 o'clock, livening prayer and sermon at 7:30. A
G. Harrrlson, rector.

1

-

EINED

BOTH

WARRANT FOR FRANK SEDILLO'S
ARREST ISSUED STRUCK
LUIS HERRERA WITH A
WHIP.
Luis Herrera this morning in Po
lice Judge Crawford's office, swore to
a warrant charging Frank Sedlllo
with striking him on the leg with
a whip and an order for Sedillo'a ar
iv st was issued.
He will be given a
hearing as soon as arrested.
The two rival restaurant propriet
ors, Messrs. Suntaag and Donecker,
li i fought at the Santa Fe depot a
night or two ago. were both fined In
police court yesterday afttrnoon, it
being brought out in the evidence that
ho... had disturbed the peace by fight
ing.

BINGHAM

RESCUES MAN

FROM
A

lew

(MVS

WATERY
iigo. so

GRAVE

sas

First Methodist Episcopal Rev. J.
C. Rollins, D. D., pastor. The Sunday
school meets at 9:45 a. m. Strangers
made welcome. Morning worship at
11 o'clock, with sermon by the pas
tor; subject, 'tfo Every Man His
Work." At this service Mrs. Roy Mc

Im- -

Will

KREAM

'

Attraction Other
Features and Notes of
Big

Be

New Harvey House.

Coming Fair.

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES

IVtalls of the Needles lire. Just
All is in readiness for the big fair
coming In, paint the disaster even to take place during the week of Sep- at different prices, but each" is as good furniture as
more horrible than was at first be tember
The racing program
can be built in' its respective line.
lieved. Conductor King is said to has been filled In each race with a
have died from his Injuries and three ' high class of ponies and trotting and
girls who were employed as waitress- pacing Btock. the baby show prizes
es are reported dead, one dying in the are all In and arrangements
fully
burning building and two dying while completed for this feature, the flowbeing' taken to the hospital in lxs er parade plans are moving along
Angeles on a special train. Conductor smoothly, the Montezuma ball and
Carter did not burn in his room while "Robin Hood park" feature has been
308-31- 0
Ave.,
N. M.
asleep, having becoming unconscious well looked after, the Western Amuseby breathing smoke, but lost his life ment company will be in on time with
while trying to save others. A rail twelve big shows and several sensaincluding Prof.
road man who arrived from Wlnslow tional attractions,
said that he was told nt Wlnslow hy King, his wife and a monkey in balloon
railroad men coming from Needles and parachute races; "Reckless Rus
that Carter was In his room working sell," the high diving oicycllst; the
on his reports, having Just arrived In Navajo Indian athletes and racers,
Needles from off his run, when the the Jersey stock for the Jersey show
fire broke out, and seeing the Imminall will be here In plenty of time for
ent danger of those sleeping In the opening day, and, from the writer's
hotel, began waking them. He first point of vantage, it looks as though
pulled Conductor King out of !cd and the twenty-sixtannual territorial
then carried two waitresses to places fair would be "the greatest ever."
o
of safety.
When last seen alive he
was returning to the burning building
The above attractions are but a
to rescue the girl who wus burned In partial list of the many eveuls and
the building, and it is thought ho and features to be witnessed hc.o fair
the girl perished together, both being week. The big baseball tou. .lament
overcome with smoke at the Banie is coming In for much atto.i i n, both
on account of the number cf teams
time.
Until another house, which has been entered, the class of ball pi.: its con
authorised by President Ripley of the stltuting each team, and the generous
-Colo. Phone Blfc 93
tianta Fe, can be buljt, the recreation prizes offered for the winner of tho
Aoto. Phone
building, commonly known as tne tournament, and those finishing In
Ke
reading room building, will second and third places.
Santa
be used as an eating house, the lower
Moreucl will not be represented In
floor being used, with some additions, the tournament, they having disband
for lunch and dining rooms, and the ed at El Paso the other day, but some
upstairs for sleeping quarters. The of their best players will go to the
new building authorized by President Clifton team, which will be here with
Ripley will be cement, very much like both feet. Then there Is Globe, from
AGENTS
the new house In course of construc- the sister territory, who will put an
tion at Ash Kork, but probably larger exceedingly speedy bunch ot ball play
ers into the tournament.
than the Ash Fork house.
10
Train No. 8 will arrive tonight about
Paso has awakened and selected
12 o'clock, six hours late.
No. 2 of a team from among the best players
tomorrow morning Is reported running In tho Pass city, to be known as tho
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
on time.
"unions," which 'will enter tho con
test here. Las Vegas will send a liveBETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
ly bunch, and the "Rig Six" team of
HO FOR SANTA FE
Trinidad, Colo., with only four de
feats to their credit this season, to
gether
tho fast local Brownies
ON THE MORROW and thowith
Santa Ke Grays, will go to
GO. . 117 Gold Avenue
make a
tournament
more
that should furnish
fast ball
FORSYTH WILL PITCH FOR THE playing than has been witnessed In
BROWNS
MONEY IS UP FOR
the territory for several seasons past.
Don't Dispute with a Woman,
1). N. Combs,
GLOBE BASEBALL
of the Kansas State
CARNIVAL.
league, will umpire the series.
Especially, if she tells yon to order
o
sack ot
The prospects today are that fully
Superintendent Stamni, of tho fruit
EMPRESS FLOUR.
250 people will take advantage of the
exhibit, who, with O. N. Marron, reMake
cheap rate to see the old town of cently
excuse, (it yon aboutd to
no
the county commissionget, the order), that you could
Santa Ke tomorrow, and at the same ers out talked
nal
exa
donation
$100
of
of
to
be
flnl it, for every flrstrolaae groesa
time see two ball games"tor ono ad- - pended in a
exhibit from Berna
handles EMPRESS. Ton will alwaj
mission. The ticket canvassers re-- j lillo county, fruit
states thut the fruit ex
find good bread, good biscuits, go
port good sales, and so flattering are
hlbit from this district will compare
pastry and most important of an.
the prospects for a big excursion that favorably
any
with
sent
any
from
oth
good cheer to greet you when ye
arrangements are being made for a er part
of
territory.
the
come home for your dinner. Try M.
band to give the pilgrimage an ap- much stress can not be laid on
proprlate prestige in comparison with the"Too
EMPRESS FLOUR Is ths Empress sfl
good that fruit exhibits
ultimate
the excursion that will be in Santa Ke will
all others.
do
Mexico,"
New
said
from Antonlto.
Mr.
or
Stauiin.
one
"When
?.
The round trip fare is
,
in tho territory annually ships
The train will leave the local depot chard
carloads of apples to Chicago
7
between
and 7:30 o'clock, so it will eighty
I believe It is time to advertise this
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.
be well for all who Intend going to be great
Industry, for the man who ships
on hand early. The return train will
eighty carloads of apples annu
leave Santa Ke at 7:30 o'clock, which those
ally Is fast becoming a millionaire,
will bring the excursionists borne by
with but a snail casJi outlay to bgin
11 o'clock.
with."
The line-uof the Browns will be
Stain in is now engaged in mak
about as follows: Forsyth will pitch ingMr.trips
through tho territory work
And Carefol Dispensing, go to
and McDonald will catch. Conway ing up interest
in the fruit exhibits
will be on first lase, Clancy on sec- among
growers.
The Busy Little Drog Store
the
different
fruit
ond, Corhan at short and Gallegos at
third. Kunz, Graham and Ortiz or
at
7 West Railroad Avenue
The Harwood Industrial school will
Nye will play the field.
have an exhibit of the handiwork of
their studeuts In Exhibition hall. The
Mr. Kirk Uryan as "Mr. I.lghthead" Chicago Flexible Shaft company, of
in "Lovers and Lunatics," is worth Chicago, will have an exhibit here of
going miles to see. 50 cents admis- their sheep shearing machine. Many
sion. Reserve seats at Matson's.
'other Industries will bo represented In
Inhibition hall.
EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT AT
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenue,
x
J. W. ANDERSON'S "GOOD LUCK" TONIGHT!
TONIGHTI TONIGHTI
GROCERY
STORE.
LUNCH
AT
REYNOLDS
WHITE
THE
FREE
NEW BUILDING.
ELEPHANT.
17-2- 2.

Mlhert Faber
Railroad

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER
Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company
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FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

New Home Sewing Machines

1

BORRADAILE

seven-cornere-

&

J

'

M. BERGER,

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment

Donald is soloist and the following
numbers will be given.
Hat ton
Prelude in D
Offertory "Melody"
Wulbrldge
Postlude
From Haydn
Epworth league meets at 6:30 p. 411
Evening service at 7:30. Special music
by the choir:
Prelude "Prayer"
Hiller
Offertory
Hols
Vundel
.. Postlude
lorrance
Miss Helen Praft,
organist.
The
Valencia
13
Sandoval
8 public is cordially Invited to all ser
Taos
At the evening service the
a vices.
Union
7 pastor begin a series of "Bible Tales.'
No proxies will be allowed except For this evening the subject is "N.
whtn such proxies are. held by bona hushtan."
R8'
fide residents of the county
from
Congregational Church On Broad
which said delegates may have been
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
way, at the end of the viaduct. Sunelected.
All county conventions for the elec- day school nt 9:45 a. m. H. S. Lit
&
superintendent. Morniug service
tion of the delegates frcni the various
REGULAR
DINNER
CENTS
25
1
1
o'clock. Topic of sermon, "The
counties are hereby required to he at
Short Orders and Lunches Served from 6 a. m. to 12 Midnight
neid not later than the 2th day of Golden Rule as Applied to Some of the
MUTTER NUT
FINE LINK OF
September.
Relations of Life, and Especially to
A meeting of the territorial repub- the Home." A very practical topic to
MKEAD
CAKES
lican central committee is hereby call- be presented In a practical way.
Home-MadBetter
Than
Always
on Hand.
ed to assemble at the Duncan Opera
The following musical selections
Alwmy Ready to Serve
House, uis Vegas, at the hour of 10 will be rendered;
o'clock, a. m., on the 29th day of Sep- Organ prelude "Largatte" ...Batiste
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
On Ice
Soda
tember, lMlti, to transact any and ail Offertory "Melody."
business that may properly ccme be- Vocal solo "Eventide"
311
SOUTH rittST STREET
fore it.
Mrs. Howard Clark.
Li Vcta Rooming Houw in Connection, 113 West Ltid Avtnut
11. O. Hl'RSL'M.
Organ postlude March ...Beethoven
P. S. E. at 0:30 p. tn. Subject.
Chairman.
Attest :
"The Triumphs of Christianity,'' led
C. V. SAKFoHI), Secretary.
by May Barron. Evening service at
7:30. The pastor will speak oil "The
Source and Promise of Power for SucGO TO THE
REPUBLICAN FACTIONS
cess In Our Personal Lives and in the
Wurk of the Church." Music led by a
chorus choir under the direct 1011 of
The telephone
makes the
Ths telephone preserves your
COMBINE AT BERNALILLO Mr. Stone.
lighter,
duties
cares
heslth,
prolongs your life snd
ths
less,
A cordial invitation given to ail to
attend ihe services of this chinch. J.
and
the
worries
protects your home.
fewer.
FOR
PURPOSE OF PROMOTING W. Barron, pastor.
JOINT STATEHOOD OLDER
Baptist Church Sunday school at
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
RESIDENTS WANT NONE
IN
YOUR
HOME
H:4."i a. 111.
In the absence of the pasOF IT OTHER BER.1.
H. Heald wil preach at
NALILLO NOTES.
ter Rev.
H. V. P. I",
11 :t. 111. ami 7:3'i p. ni.
l
at 0:45 p. in.
Correspondence.
216 South Stcond Strut
n. m. j
Music at the morning service:
iMiiinvvuinyiK,
Hernalillo, Sep'. 7 It is rumored
- thai the two factions of the republi- Prelude Opus 28, No. 20
. Chopin Gottschely
I?1 uiyand
can party in Sandoval county are getItllClnoCC Al
a Library
ting together Tor the puritose of work- An hem "Incline Thine Ear"....
Might Sihool HIUUlJUll que UUOIULOO
VUlllljl Building
Himmei
ing hand in hand for joint stateho d.
Good
Home
a
Take
Smoke.
Soloist, .Mrs. Ed. Hale.
riiere seems to be a great deal of or
Pall Term Opens Monday, Sept. 3
"Meditation". . E. I). Long
IM.sition to Joint s atehood here, es- Offertory
Bookkeeping
Chauvtt
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
pecially among ihe older citizens, who post huh March
C
and n i a little comfort ou of life.
Evening service:
Commercial Law
Business Practice
Typewriting
s'cni 10 think that with statehood, un1.
same as saying
.Ium tu"I.e. a
Penmanship
Banking
E. D. IUng
less one c ill. I speak the English' lan- Organ prciude
Manifolding
or a box of Wl:
I. ies.
guage they would be disfranchised, Offertorv Noc nine
Spelling
half do.i-Business English
Correspondence
.'
New Management
;
Added Equipment
not allowed to act as jurors, or hold
( ool, mild, tine of flavor,
Competent Instru tors
Kuss.il King Miller
A'iiite
Fair Treatment
any public office. This erroneous im- Postlude " Russian March"
Reasonable Rates
t attnr
l.ilv niuhi-- just about the f.
-Our courses are arranged to be ompleled in from Beven to nine
pression, however, could easily be
Setilson Chirk-"or i ie
dinner ciar ev r put up
iiK.iitfia df pen (Hub upon tn energy und industry of the student. Why
overcome i.y the politicians explainMrs. Koa Frutrelle Gideon, organ-tiprud a longer time? 't he p.aco to train for a business career la In
ing the advantages of Jointure, and ist.
lnoiuy: .j rents f r one, Jl' mi tor a
.
.1.1..
d business school, whire a specialty Is made ot the orlt. We secure
the assistance it w:uld be to' our
iio
t t :,.
t,i .1
niliijt-iiitii iiiits- 111m . . . good positions tor our graduates. Write or call at the school for full
The, younger
schools.
generation ing sermons, ' For Me to
he Is
information. Address
seeiiix to be in favor of statehood.
Christ and to Iu Is Gain." !:i t
The public schools here w ill op. n morning Rev. Heald will show how
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Monday, tne 10th, and the Sisters of it may be Christ to live, and in the
.. .
m .
m mik mm . .
u
. ar.. .....
fvMr mmamieo
AVI
WiVt WEST ' RAILROAD
l.oretto and tne Christian Brut tiers evening how it may be gin to die.

U

The Williams D tig Company

i

THE BLUE FRONT

OSKlO0CSKOs

Flaming's Grocery and Cafe

1

FRENCH BAKERY
STEVENS

BOWYER,

Proprietors

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

Topham's Celebrated

Water

00000eKK
a

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Merchants Cafe
Best Meals in Town

.lame

lliiigham, he issrued an Albuquerque
business man from drowning in the
river lit a point just below liarelas.
Mr. Hinghain says the man was walking along the railroad track, evidently reading from a noie book, when all
of a sudden he keeled over and fell
into a pool of water. The man hail
fallen into a fit of some kind, and It
was with great difficulty that he was
rescued before drowning. Mr. Hinggentleman, after being
hain says-th- e
rescued from the water, wore off his
hr
hat , ami
tine Stetson hunting
would like to have the hat returned
or a new hat instead. Mr. Hinghain
states that he promised the gentleman that he would not give out his
name, and the reporter, although permitted the privilege of publishing the
alnive did not learn the name of the
gentleman who is under lasiiug obligations to Mr. Hinghain for si' ing
his life.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and takt no other.

Highland Methodist Church Locat
ed at 312 South Arno street; J. M
Sollie, pastor. Sunday school at 9:45
a. m. J. 1). Emmons, superintendent.
Preaching by the pastor at 11 0. m
Subject, "A Religion That Needs Sav
ing." Senior Epworth league at 0:30
p. m.
Preaching nt 7:30 p. ni. by
the pastor. Subject, "The Progress
lveness of Sin." Strangers welcomed.
First Presbyterian Church Corner
of Fifth and Silver. Services at 11
a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Morning theme
"The Ministry of Music." In the ev
ening there will be a special service
of song. Dr. Baldwin wtll assist the
choir both morning and evening, play
ing three selections at. each service.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. 111. Young
People's meeting at t!:45 p. m. Strang
ers welcome.

.

ARE

fa-

st. John's Episcopal Church Corner of Fourth street and Silver av

o

RESTAURANT MEN

Cf

Christian Science -- Services at 11
o'clock Sunday morning at the Wom
an's club rooms, Con1morci.1l Club
building, corner of Fourth street and
Gold avenue.

REPUBLICAN

TERRITORIAL CONVENTION
The students on next Tuesday even
ing at the Klks' opera house will put
on their first play, "Lovers and Luna
Republican
tics," to be given for the benefit of Headquarters
Central
Committee, Santa Fe, N. M., Septhe Athletic association. As the sea
tember 8, ltlllti.
son is planned there will be much
money needed to equip the different
Persuant to authority cf the repubteams and to send them on tne van lican territorial central committee, I,
the undersigned, chairman of the terous trips.
o
ritorial republican central committee
Tb tlniversltv faculty have decid of New i.iexicr. do hereby call a con
ed i mm Thursday and Friday of next vention to be held at the hour of 2:30
week as holidays for the fair. The p. in., at, the Duncan Opera House, in
institution will be represented in the the city of ixis Vegas, ou the 2th day
parade in all probability. It has not of September, 190, for the purpose of
ueen full decided whetb.tr or not an nominating a candidate for delegate to
exhibit of some sort will oe made In the sixtieth national congress and for
the purpose of transacting such other
Floral hall.
business as may properly come before
o
Pres. Tight U ft 1 hursday evening said convention.
Tiie various counties oi tb.e terrifor Santa Fe to attend the meetings
of the territorial board of education. tory are entitled to representation in
isupt. Clark, Pres. Foster of the A..& said convention as follows:
9
M. college, and Pres. Light ot the Hernalillo
Silver City Normal, went north yes Chaves
;
13
ttrday morning for the same purpose. Colfax
Dona Ana
s
o
Nearly half of tne University stu- Eddy
(j
;
dents are in lx ar Canyon today on the Urant
.".."!! 5
annual University picnic. Errett Van Loncoln
!..'.'. 5
Cleave has proved a very successful Leonard Wood
Luna
2
manager of such affairs.
McKinley
4
The boys dormitory has its second Mora
story ready for occupancy today. The Otero .'
6
3
rooms available are all filled and with 0.uay
2
flit douut all will be takfn within Koosevelt
Rio Arriba
14
the next two weeks.
Isan Juan
3
.
The enrollment now numbers one hanta Fe
20
of which San Miguel
hundred and twenty-seven- ,
sixty-fou- r
4
are boys, and sixty-threare Sierra
soccrro
11
girls.
e

President Ripley Authorizes
mediate Construction of

BIGGEST CUCUMBER IS

of Delegates Elected.

valled-Nam-

Uni-

Campus-Oth- er

harmony

Elected-Perf- ect

FIVB

-

Prices Reasonable

SjH-cia-

,

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

,

AlhlAinilA

I
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'

s

!
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i
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J. RICHARDS
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Fr Che cool evenings at the
mer resorts a charming frock is

sumof sat-

in foulard. The color Is a soft rose,
(while Irish guipure and cream colored
fcatln are the successful accessories.

The skirt has a high corselet, with
deep point in the girdled front. The
Meats which give the foot fullness
re heavily stitched to below the
knees.
The blouse cf the gown is fashioned from the heavy lace, and is overlaid with a sftoulder piece. This is
made of the pink satin and is edged
with the cream foulard. The cuffs
s
re
length, and are of
the pink, with a tiny frill of the same
for a finish.
three-quarter-

CLOSE FITTING CORSETCOVER

rs

er

'

SOMETHING
The popularity of the princess
frock has made a close fitting corset
cover a necessity. That tue severe
long lines cf the gown may be smooth
(he full undergarment is done away
with.
The only bit of fluffiness permitted
In the princess corset cover is the
tiny frill of German val which outlines the arm holes. The bust edge
ia flat and close fitting by use of hand
embroidery.
This has the flat scallops for the running of the ribbon.
The fine lawn is hand embroidered
with graceful sprays of floral design.
Aa insertion of cluny Is across the
bust and under the arms.
Only white ribbon Is considered elegant by women who give as much attention to their under raiments as
their outer ones.

AUTUMNHATS

r

FAIR

ABOUT

THE

AT LAS VEGAS

lillinery from over the seas gives

a touch of autumn to days that are

btill sultry. One of the turerunners
of chilly times Ik a hat of soft French
Celt. 'Iue tone Is a rich petunia, and
the trimming of wings and velvet are
vt the ts. .ie fchade as the hat Itself.
The s apo is an eccentric colonial,
the kit upturned tilde being held in
llace by a Btunnlng buckle. This is
of iurple enamel and old silver.
"Through it and runniug across the
crown is pauuo velvet.
The wings are shaded purple, one
ou the inside of the trim The
otber one the ouur rim given heis'-.- ;
Co 4 he bat.

One mile, running; $100.
Four furlongs, cowboy; $o0.
Three miles, cowboy relay;

nine-gore-

Third Day, Thursday, Sept. 27.
9
mile, ladies' running; $50.
r
10
mile, running cowOne-quart- er

One-quarte-

I

P

II

to

RE sToLVED

be")

THAT WHEN You StfD
To SCHOOL,C00D

CDj

DRESS

VbUP-CHILDRE-

M

ARE AS ESSENTIAL

5223
DRESSED

.Q
1

MORNINGJROCK

CO0D

KNowTHAT

N

CLOTHES

JCHooL

A WELL

CHILI) TAKESflicH HORt

THE DEAR TEACHER SHOULD BEQM
.
T-I KM.. .
T-- .

inc icrsn VVH ntW CLOTHES.
GO WHERE YOU (jETThE BEST
VALUE .THfliTS

RTHVVTC
bVSTE.R BROWV.

'

one-piec-

CQPVKiewT mo

)

.

A charming morning frock for a
young
woman is of the quaint
variety. Ecru lace forms the shallow
yoke and sleeves, while the frock it
self is made of ceil blue lines.
The bib effect comes high up to
ward the shoulders, nd narrow straps
across these. A couple of mother of
pearl buttens hold the bib In place
while the same are used upon the gir
dle and where the skirt is opened at
the left side.
To be worn with this Is a broad
garden hat of leghorn. It'ls swathed
with folds of soft blue chiffon, which
are drawn over the sides of the brim
tie beneath the chin.

FOR

COOL

uit

bown

gq

TTGCS LEV

Chicago

tit

WELL ONE OF THE, bZST

children can LEARN? HOW
interest they will take in

YOUR,

MORE

MUCH

7?.rsufz...

8r THr

DREJJINd

S NOT

LEJJoN

all-ov- er

two-piece-

Vfc

Vo..(K

d.

THEIR BOOK.S IF THEY ARE NOT BOTHERED BY
KNOWING THEIR .SCHOOL MATE.S HAVE ON No
BETTER CLOTHED THAN THEY HAVE. BE.SIDE.S
IN AFTER LIFE THEY WILL GET ALONG BETTER
IF THEY KNOW HoV To APPEAR WELL. WHOM
DO YOU PATRONIZE, THE .SHABBY OR THE
WELL CLAD? WE VI-5To ENCOURAGE EDUCATION, THEREFORE WE SELL OUR WEARABLES FOR LITTLE STUDENT MEN FOR VERY
REASONABLE PROFITS.
A GOOD 4 TO I 4 YEAR OLD SUIT FOR $4 To $6
A GOOD YOUTHS' SUIT FOR $8.00 To $15.00
SCHOOLBOYS' WAISTS FOR 40 CENTS To $ 1 .00
SCHOOLBOYS' SHOES FOR $2.00 TO $3.00
WE CARRY EVERYTHING LITTLE MEN WEAR.

RESPECTFULLY,

;

SIMON STERN,
THE R. R. AVE. CLOTHIER

WEATHER

er

FRIDAY, SEPT.

-

box-plai-

lost-thei-

skirt-Machi- ne

A RATTLESNAKE

TO

STORY

MERCHANT

WAS A VERY SICK BOY

But Cured by Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"When my boy was two years old
he had a very, severe attack of bowel
complaint, b A by tho ubo of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy we brought him out all right,"
says Maggie Hlckox of Midland, Mich.
This remedy can be depended upon in
uiu most severe cases Even cholera
infautum Is cured by it. Follow the
pum printed directions and a cure is
certain. Fcr sale by all druggists.
-- o-

EVERY WEEK.

Manager Davis, of the Penny Par
V3
South Second street, an
nounces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs everv Ratur- day morning. A whol
show for a

lor, 216

penn-

Of THE WOKIP

10

10) li

e.

CIRCUS-1SEUHENAGE-

) 1L

!L

la

RIE

OP WONDERFUL
ANIMAL ACTORS THAT DO
EVERYTHING
BUT TALK.

SHOWS

S

GREAT FLOTO

AT

A prominent Trinidad physician in
speaking of typhoid fever, which is
so prevalent at Gray Creek and in
that city, makes the following recommendations as a good method to
fight the malaay:
That all excreta from typhoid patients be disinfected with quick lime
and buried a hundred yards from any
house cr water supply; that all sputum be collected in antiseptic cups and
burned; that all dishes be kept separate and be disinfected after using
with boiling water of a 5 per cent solution or formalin; that sheets and
pillowslips and bed clotnlng which
becomes soiled be thoroughly disinfected; and that all remnants of food
taken from the sIck room be at once
burned.
A very Important recommendation
is that the patient be protected thoroughly from files as files are a dangerous means of intectlon by carrying
germs from articles infected by a bIck
person to the food of those living
near. All excreta should likewise be
protected from flies, the same to apply to soiled bedding und dishes. To
remove or prevent infection all garbage and refuse must be removed or
cleaned up and the premises disinfected with lime.

A NEW SHOW

BIO SHOW

r

FEVER

ALSO
DISEASE PREVALENT
TRINIDAD AND IN THAT
VICINITY.

TAILORING

10,000 SEATS FOR 10,000 PEOPtf THE

FIGHT

TVPHOID

COMES FROM TRINIDAD

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.
My merchant tailoring shop is up- Btairs over No. 203 West Railroad ave- nue, where I solicit the patronage of,
boy; $50.
he public. All work guaranteed first-- ,
11
Four furlongs, running; I jo.
12 Ono mile, runniug, handicap; class, as I have toad fifteen years' ex- perlence in the business. 8ults made
$11)0.
'' order. Clmhei
cleaned, pressed ana
13 Two miles, cowboy relay ; fl'm".
repaired, tne apecinc i use win uui
Woman loves a cUar. rosy complex- - Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
ion.
Uurdock lilood Bitters purities also cleaned and waJking iklrtg made
the blood, clears the Bkin, restores 'o order. (Jive me a trial.
rudoy, sound health.
O. BAMBINI
8

I

I

n.

er

(i
7

I

ruN

all-ov- er

THE BIG FEATURE WILL BE A SNAKE, WITH TWO LEGS, AND
IT COULD FIGHT.
HORSE RACING, BUT OTHER
EVENTS WILL BE INHere Is a story that E. A. Duling,
TERESTING.
commissioners,
one of the county
county
The residents of northern New swears is a true cne, and the being
a
Mexico will have the opportunity of commissioner is noted for
witnessing some of the best and fast truthful man, says the Trinidad
He states that it really
est races ever run in the territory at Chronicle.
thing on his ranch
happened,
this
New
Northern
annual
the second
if he believes it,
near
and
Weston,
to
be
festival
fall
Mexico fair and
you may do so.
then
25,
September
Vegas
on
held in Las
About
three weeks ago, he says,
26 and 27, the event following the big
were getting in the hay
men
the
dolfair in this city. Five thousand
crop
on
ranch near Weston when
his
lars in purses and prizes has been they came across a rattlesnake. Now
offered for sporting events at the fair a rattlesnake,
when disturbed will
and some of the fastest horses in the coil and strike if he can't run. Ail
southwest will be entered.
rattlers from time immemorial have
Las Vegas has at Uallinas park the done Just this thing, but the rattlefinest race ourse without exception snake found that day didn't do it. n
in the southwest, equipped with 150 reared and Jumped and to quote the
best box stalls. There are telephone hired man, "It sure could fight.
connections at the stables with any
The snake, according to the hired
track or city in Colorado or New men, fought like a demon until it
Mexico.
The grounds are furnished was killed and at no time u.a it coil,
with electric lights, city water and but stood up on its tall, or rather Its
every accommodation for patrons feet, and struck viciously. When it
found on the best race tracks in the was dead the men found why it did
country.
not coil. On the snake, growing out
All purses are to bo divided, CO per about a fot from its tail were two
cent to the first, 25 per cent to the legs. Hoth legs had two toes on it,
second and 15 per cent to the third, with a horny surface like that of a
with no entry fees, and all winners chicken. Th snake was three feet
will be paid their money at the wire long and had six rattles.
The foreman of the ranch saw a
after each race. All races will be
called promptly at 2 o'clock each day, bonfire near the place where the men
Western Jockey club rules to govern were working and went down to inthe races so far as practicable. All vestigate. He found that they had
horses ridden in cowboy relay races set a pile of hay on fire to burn out a
must be bona fide cow ponies and not second rattlesnake that had run Into
the bay. The second one came out
race horses.
The racing committee has prepared and was killed, it was quite a normal
rattler. The men threw both snakes
the following program:
into the fire and the foreman fished
First Day, Tuesday, Sept. 25.
out the one with legs. Although it
1
Three furlongs, running; $50.
was badly charred the legs, which he
2 Five furlongs, running; $75.
says were about three, inches long,
3 tine mile, running; $100.
were still in evidence. Unfortunately
4
Two miles, cowboy relay; $2tw. the
men failed to realize the value of
me nna mat tney nau maoo nu uuru Second Day, Wednesday, Sept. 26.
Three-quartrunning; ed the shake.
5
mile,
$100.

rs

(VCLI

1

niaok, that had not seen too
fullness of which was confined by!COBt
Esthers under the belt. Tho little bo mur.n wear used It for the develop
lero was relined, decorated about the ment of a natty little blouse walBt,
bottom, front and neck bv an applied while from an old China siik sniri,
fancy portion of silk completed with the walBt of which was worn out, she
machine stitching. The sleeves were made a second, having a pink Blip
The plastron
left short and finished with silk cuffs for wear underneath.
lace were
that matched the applied piece in the and flat collar of
body. The hat that had been worn the pleasing features of the first waist
the one In blark. It closes at the
with this costume was a brown straw,
which was now cleaned, trimmed with left front, and black velvet edges the
a brown ruche In the back, green plastron and.....Is carried to theI waist
nnnnn1lnff lV hn fltfT
foliage and red berries, and a green 1,uue, .1iue pimsleeve, completed
gloves
were
brown
elbow
of
The
band.
full
the
velvet
glaces, and the Oxford ties and stock- with a narrow full luce edging. Iarge
buttons adorn the front of the waist,
ings were of the same color.
Bilk with a buckA green poplin of a beautiful shade and a deep girdle of
in le at the back confines the blouse at
and fine texture, but
The waist is suitable
cut, was used as the foundation of an the walst-linThe secodd Bkirts.
afternoon costume. The dress was for wear with noticeable
for its triple
ripped up. then sent to the cleaners, ond waist was
extends only to
as the goods and color Is a particular- poointed yoke which
while
ly hard handling for the amateur the shoulder line at the front, fullmore
cleaner, tfn order to make It by any tucks and gathers allow forfront.
The
at the
of the new models some piecing had ness of the waist back,
shows
which
the
closing
at
is
so
accomplished
was
done,
but
to be
shoulder to
cleverly that under the black veiling tucks extending from the lace
edging
A
narrow
line.
waist
the
noticeall
not
at
was
upper dress it
and
neck
to
the
finish
gives
soft
a
Is
able. The outer skirt
The belt was a
The fullness around the hips is dis- short puff Bleeves.
high
giving a
posed in tucks or shlrrings to yoke softly crushed affair,
depth, or may be collected in gathers. girdle effect.
A very dressy toilette of gray voile
The upper edge is finished with a
band. Uelow flounce depth the skirt was shown with a yoke and vest exlace and long cuffs
Is laid in three nun's tucks and the tension of
lower edge Is finished with a hem. In of the same. The fronts of the materthe waist the full fronts and backs ial have pointed extensions that butof the material are tucked at the ton across the vest in a very stylish
shoulder seams and the fullness at manner. There are three tucks on
the waist line disposed in shlrrings. each side of the yoke at tho shoulder
yoke is fitted by shoul- seams and stitched down for a short
The
der seams. A standing collar finishes distance. The back of the waiBt is in
the neck edge and a shirred girdle one piece below the yoke and has its
belt.
completes the lower part of the gar- slight fullness gathered Into the porment. The sleeve may be made in The sleeves have stylish upper
full or elliow length and consists of a tions of the silk and long fitted cuffs
close fitting undersleeve of the lace. The skirt is cut with
e
puff finished with a seven gores and has kilted portions
and a
Inserted between the gores and an
wide cuff.
From some years back there had Inverted plait in the back.
An old dress of light brown cashlain wrapped in tissue paper a black
velvet long jacket made with a yoke mere was renewed in a charming
yoke
and Watteau back; and from this for manner by the addition of a tabedges.
evenings was constructed a very pre- of fawn silk and embroidered
sentable empire style coat. The coat The shaped tab yoke was edged withwas seamed at the center, and nas embroidery and adorned wltn meoaiof cream lace. The front full
iivrk Ttlalta nf pnrh' Ride of t he front. iinn
'
the fullness below being pressed in a ness was tucked In clusters beneath
deep plait to the lower edge, and the this voke. The back had two clusters
closing Is inconspicuously made at the of tucks stitched down from the neck
center, or the edges may be turned and houlder seam to the waist line on
back in rivers. A stole facing seamed each side of the closing. It had no
in elbow
at the center of the back follows the yoke piece. The sleeves are
exneck and front edges. One seam is style and have clusters of tucks were
used in shaping the sleeves, for which tending their whole length, and
three-quartshorter completed by narrow bands of the silk.
Jong.
and
lengths are allowed. The band fin- But, if preferred, the, Bleeves may be
cuffs
ishing the lower edge is In pointed made long by finishing with longseven-gored
The skirt was already a
outline, and the frills are discretionmodel and there was practicalary. The yoke was simulated by laypoint lace ajid the ly nothing to do but to turn it and
over of hand-mad- e
stitch the Beams, while around the
lining was of white China silk.
A skirt to wear with this was con- lower edge were applied folds of the
structed with three pieces in Rajah goods divided by rows of the insersilk, the full back section was ar- tion that- matched the edging on the
and two
ranged In a triple
Plaiting Is to be used largely durcircular portions with clusters of
plaits laid at regular intervals, all of ing the fall and for thin goods no arwhich may be stitched to yoke depth. rangement could be better, but reA seam in the front in duchess style member that it is adapted to the short
connects the two side sections and skirt only, for on a long skirt that has
to be lifted constantly the plaits
adds to the appearance of the
shape, which should fall in
stitching completes the costume. A blouse of China Bilk and straight, graceful lines.
Apple green is to be one of the fashlace would be pretty to accompany
the costume and a black braid and silk ionable colors this winter.
Ribbons still continue popular as a
hat trimmed with short plumes and
tiimlmngs.
silver buckles could be added.
CATHERINE MANN PAYZANT.
Another woman, from an old Bilk
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New York, Sept. 8. As the autumn
cnmes on there is always a time when
the
our dressing is most difficult;
season is too warm and too early to
nut on anything that savors of win
ter, and yet the summer clothes are
often too cool and In a decidedly
frayed condition. Therefore the" question arises, how to be suitably and becomingly dressed during this "between" season.
It Is necessary, perhaps, after so
much traveling and moving about during the summer to have a new street
dress for the morning, not too heavy
In weight and yet one that with an
extra warm blouse and furs would
serve on those warm days that come
upon us even In the midst of winter.
Such a costume was developed from
suit,
satin cloth by a pony jacket
which is one of the latest examples of
that style. Hox shaping characterized the front and wide tucks at each
side of the closing" are stitched to the
lower edge. The back is semiflttlng,
showing a tendency to a closer shaping at the waist line, this result beseams that
ing obtained by side-bac- k
extend from .the shoulders and have
Inverted plaits below the waist line.
The edges of the front meet In closing
and the narrow space between the
tucks displays clustered buttons or ornamentation of braid in simulated
vest effect, and the fastening is invisibly made. A flat collar outlines
the neck, while coat sleeves are supplied and adjusted into armholes with
gathers; they are sufficiently wide at
the top to suggest the present favor
for broad shoulder effects, and wide
turned-bac- k
cuffs are their finish at
the elbow. The skirt is one of circu
models so fashionable
lar two-pieiust now. and has the seam In the
center front and back over an invert
ed plait. About the sides are three
nun's folds laid about six Inches apart
The only further decoration is the ma
chine at itching. TMs costume womu
make np prettily in blue mohair with
a touch of red in the cuffs and collar,
and worn with a blue hat adorned with
blue velvet and wings. The blouse to
be worn with it was of blue and red
plaid, w hich sounds crude, I know, but
was by its pattern very pretty and
finished with one of the new French
turn-oveand a bright tie.
Possibly one of the corselet skirts,
made from some of the thin goods in
vogue with Inverted plaits on the
gores. Is a legacy from the summer.
This can be ripped apart, cleaned and
remade. An example of such a gown
was In tan voile and seemed to have
lightened In the process of cleaning,
but the owner put it through a bath
of strong coffee from which it emerged as good as new. The old lining of
brown silk had cracked too badly to
be again used, so a lining of green
near-sil- k
was considered good enougn
dress, which was
for this made-ovrecut with some slight changes into a
plain-gord- e
skirt and over each seam
was b stra.1 of green and brown silk
dotted with red. The" bottom was
lengthened by a new piece that had
gone through the same process as the
dress to give it the same color, ana
machine stitching was used as a fin
ish. The top of the skirt was cut off
at the waist line, finished with a small
belt under a silk girdle. The waist
blouse was made of the green lining
silk and a very narrow bertha outlined
It; the back was in one piece, tne
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FOR THE COOL EVENINGS

CITIZEN.

EVENING

-.

Well Worth Trying.
W. II. Hrown, the popular pension
attorney, of PHtsneld, Vt.. says: Next
to a p nslon, the best thiiiR to get la
nr. juuk s New Lire I'liis. lie writes.
"They keep my family In splendid

health." Quick cure for Headache,
25c.
Constipation and biliousness.
Guaranteed by all druggists.

For the cooler evenings a little black
moire coat is shown. The gowns.
which it is intended to be worn with.
are of black lace over a light colored
silk.
The shirt back of the coat is slight
ly loose titling.
The sharp pointed
fronts are a bit longer and lay over
points
other
of a heavy colored em
broidery. The tones of this are varied
and 'delicate.
The same sharp outline' appears
again in tne revers. The embroidery
wn..o
is used for this decoration,
bands of it are used on tho sleeves.
Short puffs form these, while silk Is
fluted into a flounce as a finishing
toucb. The coat is lastened wlth a
handsome jeweled buckle.
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DENS

CAMELS

SIBERIAN

ICE BEARS.

POLAR

BENGAL

AND

TIGRESS

Champion

TWELFTH ANNUAL
IS TO BE
HELD AT SPRINGER, OCT. 3,
4, 5, 6, 1906.

For the Last twelve years tho Union
Fair association has held successful
fairs at Springer, In wnlch the peopU
of these northeastern counties have
very happily participated.
lhe dates for the fair this year are
October 3. 4, 5, and 6, and as the
country has been unusually prosper
ous, the association feels that every
body will display an especial interest
toward making the twelfth annual
I'ulon fair the grandest and greatest
of them all.
Write to the secretary, M. M. Sala-zarfor any Information you wish.
This fair ha always been a juc
cess, oth in the way of exhibiting our
products and In the line of amusements.
western fairs.
I. ike most of the
where the country is yet only partially
developed. It has not yet become self- suppori ing and U compelled to tie
pt ml on the public to help. out.
That insurrection .shows one thing
and that Is that Cuba can scare up a
lieneral tJomez any old day that ever
liappeni'd.

1N0

AND

LOT

BABIES

17

CIRCUS RINGS
Riders

Bareback

OF

10

ACTS

NOVEL MID-AI- R
ASSOCIATION 30
M A CLOWNS
A SlNGINd,

fU

DROMEDARIES

OF WILD BEAST8

3, HUGE
1

THE UNION FAIR

HERDS OF BIG TDMIO
IIIHIIILU LLLI Unit!

LAL'flll- MAKERS

FUN

4A
U

G0RGE01S NEW STREET PARAO
NEARLY 1,000 PEOPLE AMD AH
IN THIa
PARTICIPATING
MALS
GLORIOUS, SPECTACULAR PAGEANT
AND FREE PU3LIC DISPLAY.
WILL EXHIBIT, RAIN OR SHINE,
WATERUNDER
THE LARGEST
PROOF TENTS EVER CONSTRUCTED.
PERDOORS OPEN 1 AND 7 P. M.
FORMANCES COMMENCE 2 AND 8.
fXCl'RSIO

RATES

FROM EYERYWHERI

Reserved Seats on Sale at O. A. Matson's
ON DAY OF EXHIBITION
BIG

various parts of the territory, distributed among the national bankers, cattlemen and real estate owners. County tax affairs throughout New Mexico
are generally in excellent shape, as
shown by the rolls received to date.

INCREASE IN AS
SESSMENTS

or

d
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
has received and checked up the
tax rolls from seventeen counties and
the Increase In assessed valuations
for these counties amounts to $2,285,-oot- l
in round figures. This shows that
the Increase is keeping well abreast of
the estimates by the traveling auditor last spring, In which be predicted
that the net u mount would show an
Increase of 10 per cent. The increase
represents good eolld assessments
upon w hich taxes will be collected.
Nearly all erroneous and double assessments
in the various counties
have been stricken from tho rolls and
To
per cent of the returns are
fully
without an error.
There are nineteen appeals from the
Saf-for-

'

Good Samaritans.
Come In these warm days and take
a cool refreshing drink at our sodi
fountain. We keep all the popular
flavors. You are invited to make cur

place headquarters during court.
If you are too warm we will find
something cooling. If you fcet lone-- i
some and homesick we will find you
company to cheer you up.
If y u happen to get sick we will
assist you to find a doctor and we
keep constantly ou hand all the mullein., necessary
We can also Interest you in the fines; line of not Ions in town. RespectUAY BROS.
ful).
Ad. in Hydcnt Ky i rhotisandsticks
Try a Citizen wan, advertisement.

SATURDAY, 8EPT. 8, 1906.

ALBUQUERQUE

Complete House Furnishing
IS OUR SPECIALTY
Pillows 60c and up
Comforts $1.25 and up
Toilet Sets $2.90 and up
Blankets 90c and up

National League
At Philadelphia

Carpet 30c and up
Rockers $1.25 and up
Iron Beds $2.90 and up
Stoves

Most on

all prices

Odd Size Window Shades Made to Order a ipeclalty
OCT THE HABIT

J.

D. EMMONS
The Furniture Man

Cor";;rtd

'

Albuquerque, N. M.

WILL THEY ISSUE

PASSES FOR
ADVERTISING
Railway Counsel Still Undecided In Regard to Newspaper Contracts.

R.

H.E.

.0 f 2
..1 5 1
naileries: Undamann and Need- nam; sparks and Donovan.
At St. Louis
R. h. E.
St. Louis
i in' n
."7 J3 n
Cincinnati
Batteries: Karger and Grady; Ew- Ing and Schlel.
At Chicago
R. h. E.
Chicago
9 12 0
Pittsburg
1
4
j;
natterles: Reuhlbach and Moran;
Philllppl, Manske and Gibson.
At Brooklyn
R. H. E.
Philadelphia

New

.

.'.'!!!!!"'

York

4
2

Brooklyn

When asked about the Santa Ke In
California, Mr. Walker said:
"While we are not building out and
extending so much, we are enlarging
our terminals and getting in condi-- !
Hon to be better fixed In their pres-- !
ent condition. We do not intend to
;stop until we make the Santa Fe the
Dest road in the west."
Mr. Walker is visiting his brother,
George W. Walker, of the Jackson-- I
walker Coal and Material company.
He is accompanied by his wife, son
and his wife's sister. The party will
remain in the city about two weeks,

j

n

6

1

natterles: Taylor and Bresnahnn;
Strlcklett and Bergen.
American League.

At New York

EVENING

P

2

New York

3

8
5

00000coe:

(

Vehicles

Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

.AND.

s

Is it not youi time?

H arness
at Reduced

$2,000.00 policy provides
$2,000.00 In case of death.
$200.00 per year for ten years In case of total disability.
$10.00 per week when disabled by accident.
$10.00 per week sick benefits.
A

Loan values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p
Insurance at end of 10,
period.
Total cost, age 23, only $46.30.
Other amounts in same proportion.
For particulars address or see

3

15,

Batteries:
Waddell. Dygert and
Room
Powers; Orth and Kleinow.
At itoston
R. h, Et.
Boston
7 10
4
Washington
l 6 1 Torturing eczema spreads Its
Tannehlll and Carrlgan; Ing area every day. Doan's Ointment
Patten and WUrner.
quickly stops its spreading, instantly
relieves me itching, cures it perman
Western League.
ently. At any drug store.
At lies Moines
R. H. E.
Ies Moines
2 9 2
g 0
3
The Santa Fe has made two rulings Sioux City
Batteries: Deaver and Wolfe; Jack- lately in regard to hauling freight for
employes. Heretofore the company so nand Freese.
At Pueblo
hauled the Household gods of employ- R. H. e.
THE SHORT LINE
es from one point to another when IJncoln
6 14 2
FROM
they moved their place of residence Pueblo
7 12 3
without charge. A few days ago a rulBatteries: Zackert and Zlnran:
ing was made that hereafter the road Henley and Keniker.
would charge full freight rates for all
At Denver
r. h. E
household goods carried for employ- Denver
n 13 1
es. This morning a notice was receiv- Omaha
7 13 1
ed to the effect that this rule would
Wright and Welcart:
Batteries:
Paul, Minneapolis, Dulutii
apply only to those employes whose McNeeley, Corns and Bender,
change in location was at their own
AND THE NORTHWEST.
request. In other words, If the comAmerican Association.
pany arbitarily transfers an employe
At Minneapolis
s
it will haul his household goods free. Minneapolis
Kansas City
2
The New Mexican says: E. R. Lelse,
At Columbus
traveling agent for the Atchison,
Columbus
" 54
& Santa
railway, and G. K. Indianapolis
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
Lelse, traveling agent for the ChiAt Louisville
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railway, Ixmisvllle
0 WATERLOO, DUBUQUE,
GALENA,
both of whom have their headquar- Toledo
5
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
ters in Chicago, were visitors In the
At Kt. Paul
The finest train service to the above
capital. They are twin brothers and St. Paul .
Mem14 points; also to New Orleans,
grandsons of the
j
J
E. O. Milwaukee
Evansville, Ind.;
9 phis, Vlcksburg,
Ross, of New Mexico.
The brothers
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; JackAs a dressing for sores, bruises and sonville, Fla.,
met Wednesday at Albuquerque, one
all other points In
en route eastward from California, ll,rns, Chamberlain's Salve is all that the sbuth and and
southeast.
and the tther on his way to the Gol- - can
desired. It is soothing and
Ticket Office, 805
St.,
den state, and they decided to pay a "paling in Its effect. Price 25 cents, Denver, Colo. Phone, Ceventeenth
Main 1125.
visit to Santa Fe, where they spent
sale by' all druggists.
JAMES CULTON,
their boyhood days.
o
Commercial Agt
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
Railroads have always had more or 209 West Railroad avenue. Is pre-les- s
trouble with weeds along their Pared to give thorough scalp treat-trackPENNYROYAL
PILLS
and many schemes have been ment. do hair dressing, tret corns. MOTT'S
ThfT o room WeaknfM,
ineci wnicn it was thought would re--! ounions ana ingrowing nails. She
ami
e v l if or
uiiiittlna,l"'rf
uuce tne number or weeds and the ex gives massage treatment and manlcur-pens- e
and banifth " patina of
lUvy are"kHV Mi. vera"
of keeping them down. TheilnK- - Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
to irlrls sat wnmanhtHHi, aid in if
Union Pacific railway lias adopted a of complexion cream builds up the
f lopmvtn or uranns and ixHiy. no
known rrmrtly for women erjtiali
plan w hich it is believed will prove 8k'n
nd Improves the complexion,
them. Cannot do harm llfu
a
successful. During the past month and 'a guaranteed not to be Injurious,
t?r hoi
, hv mnll. Mold by driirvWta.
every roadmaster
n the system has Sne also prepares a hair tonic that
fv MOTT CHEMICAL 00tt"iat,Ob
sowed a strip of alfalfa thirty-fiv- e
feet cures and prevents dandruff and hair
. ANN & SON.
FOR SALE BY
w ide and two miles long on
each side falling out; restores life to dead hair;
removes moles, warts and superfluous
01 ne LracK.
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
The Santa Fe Railroad company Is cure and pimple cure and pile
cure.
soon to put in a siding and platform All of these preparations
um CURE
are pureiy
LUNCS
tor the accommodation of shippers at vegetable compounds.
Just adOtrbat. station, out west. The shippers ded a vibrator machine Havo
for treatment
from Cerbat have heretofore
been of scalp, face
cure of wrinkles.
compeled to await the arrival of It Is also used and
trains andload and unload machinery, and massage for rheumatism, pains
cres and supplies while the train
made a short stop.
Cut this out and take it to any drug
0NSUMPTI0N
iore anu get a free sample of
Pries
Harry Lee. formerly freight conduo-Stomach i d
OUGHSand
60c $1.00
rp
OLDS
ibV;f,hurn,dlVi8l0n,0f
tabIeta
HThese
Free Trial.
r superior to any
El
pills,
heintr
AaCr
:
uu
litiCn rm run il no
.
mum
r.t niv....
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
P e.ft8ant
They correct u,si
.1 """"
cent v ram:7" n"
THROAT and LUNO TROUBllver and bow
LES, or MONET BACK.
fliz
til iui vjiwuc, rtii.oiia, 10 iaKe a train
on tne Globe & Gila Valley line.
.Mouatainair has the distinction of
being the best shipping noint on the
.
Lumber is beins: spnt out a a
fast as it can lie obtained. Tks are
Doing loaded by twenty men. Simnlies
are constantly coming in for the local
store and tne stores cf Manzano Pun- ta ana rorreon.

or
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Prices.

IE J0PLE

HAVE A NOTION
TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT

THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
NOTION
IS COSTING
THEM
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS. US

MOEY.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

year

Albuquerque

Arlmmnm

Iron and Brass
There s nothing so good for a sore
throat as Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil.
Cures It In a few hours. Relieves any
pain In any part.

The

La Vela

Illinois Central R,R,

113

ONE NiGHl

'r

s,

irrogn-lari-

U

plciv-ttrr- .

1

KILLthe COUGH
thi

1

to

Si

"""Dr. King's
Nor Discovory

Colonist Rates to
California and the

cut-off-

Northwest...

Its Location

COME

Future

Can;
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future
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SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and MarquetU

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices
.wWr.!eCelven,a Caf ,oad of L,8tning presses and in order to sell
'W
a.h
uVrdgcarlrtrWirke
to
"

Blocks From Postoffice.
P. ZITO, Proprietor.

THE

ELITE

NEAR

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICE AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
D. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

Rico Hotel and Bar
No.
111
&

KORBER

CO.,

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

WE FILL

North First Street.
LENCIONI. Proorletors.

PRESCRIPTIONS

DINELLI
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
THIRD
PAINTS,
AND
VARNISHES
OILS.
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY,
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
We desire patronage and we
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils. otc. Pal All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meat.
antee first class baklnar.
.Steam Sausage Factory.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque. metto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
EMIL KLEINWORT,
stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and
Masonic Building, North Third Street
VV. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Pelts.
AVENUE,
408 WEST
RAILROAD
LIVERY, SALE, PEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
7.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT-EBEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
NOTARY PUBLIC.
with llaaoe & Mauger.
Second Street, between Railroad and Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Office, 115 North First 8t
Copper Avenue.
Automatic Telephone. 174.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

STREET

Thos. F. Keleher

Meat Market

W. E. MAUGER

A. SLEYSTER

THE CELEBRATED

O. F. O.
WHISKEY
In

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.

riRE

INSURANCE.

Superintendents
ralrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

tion. Office
avenue.

M,

and

101-21-

N. Second

1

St. BoU Phonsa.

-

;-

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, mm
All Kinds of Frash Maat.
800 North Broadway, corner of Wim
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

MONUMENTS

199.

-

0C0000

oooooooooooooo
Jl Railway Center

Il

Metropolis of New Mexico
Cut-ofof Santa Fe Railway
f

Secretary Mutual Building a.aeol
at 217 West RallroM

UNDER TA KERS

Albuquerque, N. M.

TO BELEN, N.

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

Distillers.
FRANKFORT. KY.

Automatic Phone,

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Qraln and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders fctt
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

0. W. Strong's Sons

TheGeo.T. StaggCo.

Sole Agents.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
LOANS.
Automatlo phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Annljo Building.

Tori a air aoi

Next to Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.

Bond.

MELINI & EAKIN

WOOL

all fast

limited express, mail and

freight trains of the santa fe will go
over the main line through to belen,
east and west, north and south.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEU WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

si--

1

n.

Rooming House

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

1

kaftlsn

315 Sotith Second Street.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
One Block From Depot and Two

The Belen Town and Improvement

-

and tnmber

The New York Saloon and

Bottled

Agent

0COOOOh0OOOC--

ir

IN

Proprietor

General Building SappHes

Proprietor.

AT ALL HOURS
BAH
CONNECTION.
No. 209 South First Street.
Opposite Santa Fe Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

Coal

Albqiri,

OPPOSITE SANTA FE DEPOT AND
OFFICES.

MEALS

Caitiw: Or.

Machine Works

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

West Lead Avenue.

Lodging House

MALL,

Hopmhm on Mining mnd mill Mmehlnory o Boomlmlt
aid ot railroad track.

Rooming House

MRS. E. FLAMING.

Foundry and

Avnam

foundry east

COLORADO White House Restaurant and

To-pe-

rrr ana TUr

wi,,B,rrirn

r. B. SCHWENTKER,
tor Now Momleo mnd Northern

Mmnmgor

2

The Railway and Engineering Review says: One of the points In the
Interstate commerce law, on which
railway attorneys differ. Is that relating to the exchange of transportation
for advertising.
This Is not In any
sense "free transportation" and does
not come under the prohibition of
passes. It is also quite generally
agreed that a law prohibiting exchange of a commodity or service for
anything except money, would not
Btand the test cf the courts. Most of
the railways companies, however, are
not now concerning themselves with
questions of constitutionality.
They
are only endeavoring to find out what
the iaw nieas with the intention of
observing It in litter and spirit.
The cliiuse in question reads as fol
lows:
r shall any carrier charge or
demand or collect or receive a greater
or less or dmerent compensation for
auy such transportation of passengers
or property or for any service in eon
nectlon therewith, between the jKiints
named in such tariffs, than the rates,
fares and charges which are specified
In the. tariff filed and in effect at the
time."
It Is held by some attorneys that the
word "different," as used In this
clause, relates to the kind of compen
sation rather than the amount, inas
much as the amount is covered by the.
words greater or less." They, there
fore, hold that all transportation must
be paid for In money only; and not in
any ether value. Others hold that this
interpretation ts preposterous. The ob
ject of the law is to prevent unjust
discrimination, and the word 'different" refers to amount of compensation rather than kind. It Is interest
ing to-- note that the Ktrict construc
tionists of this clause, have at the
same time advised their clients that
while they may not contract in ad
vance for such exchange ot commodities, they may pay an existing or established claim, with transportation.
For instance a cla'.n for damage to
person or property may be satisfied
by transportation instead cf money.
We believe that a candid interpretation of thjs provision of the law Is
that the published tariffs are to be
impartially adliered to; and that the
lawmakers have not intended to prohibit legitimate exchange. It Is hara-lprobably that they would have Imperiled the law when it comes under
judicial interpretation by putting in a
word which in no wise added to its
strength cr assisted in accomplishing
the real end of law.
Some of the large railway compaTne Las Vegas Optic savs: Jo Tru.
nies and systems
have instructed jillo, of
city, who has been emtheir officials to discontinue all issue ployed atthis
Helen by the Santa Fe for
of advertising transportation, except a couple of
has returned to
that existing legal contracts may tie Las Vegas to weeks,
a party of twenty
carried out to tile end of the year. men to work athire
Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
Belen for the railroad
Hereafter they wii pay for adver company.
tising only in casn, and in case they
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F and
desire special service such as corres
Kost Panos, a Greek railroad laborpondents and others have heretofore er, was brought In irom
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
Williams,
rendered, uiey will pay for the same Ariz., this mornlg suffering from a
in cash.
Others have decided that sprained ankle, and placed In the local
rate
of $25.00. For other rates and full inthey will continue to pay for advertis Santa Fe hospital.
ing either in cash or transportation
formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
as they may deem best ; but when It
Doan's Regulates cure constipation,
tone
is paid in transportation, it will tie
the stomach; stimulate the liver,
under definite contract, and casii bus promote digestion and appetite and
T. E. PURDY,
mess. It Is difficult to see who would easy passage of the bowtls. Ask your
nave any reason for attacking this druggist for them. 25 cents a box
method of busimss r what hope he
could have of success before the
courts, .iome railway companies have
not yet decided what their courses
will be, but will doubtless be influ
nicni more or less ny the action of
oiners.
While the prohibition of passes ami
'ther tree transportation does not under the terms of .ne law take effect
K
omoeomomomoeoeomoeomomom
until the end of the calendar year, the
H5
lawyers have generally advised that
as the prohibitions of discrimination
in all l.s tonus took effect August 28,
the issue of all passes after that date
should be stopped. In many cases also,
EII.ILN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQl'ER-iliJ- ,
Railroad
all 0111 stunning
have been ru!
II. ii., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIY
called sunt e incelled for the same
Located on Belen
iUOC CIF THE SANTA FI3 SYSTEM
reasons.
LEADING
liBT AND WF.oT FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
J. W. WALKER VISITING
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
OLD KANSAS HAUNTS
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
.1.
W. Walker, superintendent
f r
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
the Atcnison, lopeka
Santa Ke
PASO AND TEXAS.
Railway company, is in the city from
l.Oun UI'PINKSS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, L'.'.x
r reseno. ('ulit'gorniu, says the Wichi140 FEET, LAID OCT WITH BROAD 80 AND
ta Kagb. Years ago Mr. .ijlUer entered tiie employ of id,, company as
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 2u FEET W'.DE.
a freight trucker in the freight depot
WITH HEAl'TIFl'L LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
lu re. Today h holds a p.sition of
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
TREES;
PUBLIC
t r n si
with that great inslitu'ion.
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $n;.0i(J; CHURCHES ;
Mr. talkcr is here iu bis piivate
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF L.Viu
i
car which is
opposite the .id
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESfreight (ien-iwhere l.e use.l to trucK
TABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
li'eight. Sr.rei! m hi tine appart-mcii's- ,
r,n BARRELS DAILY;
MILL, CAPACITY
(.,. is hi le to look ac ross a netLARGE
WINERY ; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
work ot trail s a' the old wooden de
I"", long slilC closed, wlleli. lie gainBELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
ed his hist e ;iei !eiir. a a railway
IV,C1., FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
man.
!!! CCNTIIAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
To a
for ia,. ;.::,. Mr.
II 4. GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
Walker said:
haven been in Wichcan not be estimated.
hear
ita s lice ii.ui. and the city lias made
a remarkable gr wth
iag all Hies
ail I is diuil.ties.. the Ins. city in li.e
state. Standing on tin. siteet cirnei-JOHN BECKER, Pfes.
Of ol.ler cities ill tiie stale it set ms
liae Sands;..- eom.ar .1 to m'i h i setIn Wichita relay. Why. it keeps me
lodging to avoid
iiiK ru
,Vor Wich-"a's bjnk clearings also dim h Hie'
argument 0f her buperiority.
y

PAGS CEVIN

QUESTION !

R. H. E.

Philadelphia

C1TIZEX.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
WM, BERGER,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEA It, WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

D

S

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

Sec .
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THE MAZE.
the corner of Oold avenue and Fourth
street. It was the consensus of opi25c
tly frish eggs, per doz
nion of all present that the building trlc
roasted coffee, per lb 3;c
class
Irst
possoon
as
as
should be completed
$1.20
pail of mire leaf lard
We desire to announce that in addition
sible.
2.c
lbs of soda crackers
The main line service of the trac- Bird cages from 11.25 to
3.50
tion company is a little tut of order ellv glasses, per dozen
40c
to our complete Fall lines of
owing to It being necessary to use ea and coffee strainers, 2c to.. 10c
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
two cars on the lumber mill extension fet of bread, cake and paring
i
while, the Eighth street switch is
l;c
knives
except
While the permanent
Fair tonight and Sunday,
Installed
15c
spoons frm 5c to
ooking
showers In north portion Sunday.
switch Is bein put In, one car Is being Kitchen saws
3"e
run Iroin It to the luniDcr nun aim Saw knife
10c
2c to
from
ie
Ti.is
J. II O'RHlly has relumed from a another is running back and forth
between the switch and Kailroid aveTHE MAZE.
business trip " l.s Ycas.
nue, th passe tt 4 is being transferred
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
O. W. Prenyl r, a prominent citizen
u
or i.as Cmccs. is registered at the at the switch.
see our1
Wo now carry In stock ready-to-wea- r
Slop at Moon Studio-anCbas. Kunz remnn.'d last night from
Alvarado.
month's jaunt over the 1'aciflc new stock or picture mourning imr--ei
Attorney A. J. Abbott of Simla Fe
the trip iroin chased bv Mr. N. L. Kemmerer.
arrlveil in t nt city last evening on coast. Mr. Kun. nude
work In framing.
and from do eiily
Aimelts
Albuquerque
l.os
to
business.
Victoria, 11. C, by
a little more style, just a
..os
Angeles
to
AND
Mr. Joe Scotti has again shown his;
l'rof. Geo. W. Ramsey!. returned - this rail Hiul after a pleasant visit there
better fit, a good deal
histrionic ability in "Lovers and Luna- tnorniiiK rrom a typewroer senm inp with a brother, returned to San
See him Tuesday night at Elks
to southern towns.
of tba same ranownad high grade make
risri liv water. lie says thai the ies."
more wear for considerable
U. N. M.
,1. M. Doolittle. manager for the Al- was on at Frisco and pern house. Auspices of
street
strike
car
liuniiernue Lunincr company. Is in the wav tieonle were riding around in Athletic association.
less money than you have to pay
o
out of the highest
These suits are hand-tailore- d
bant a Fe today on business.
wagens and buggies didn't look good
TONIGHT!
TONIGHT1
T0NIGHT1
Many where else is what you get by
material,
grade
are faultlessly
imported
to him, so he came home.
Vienna
E. L. Coriell. E. S. Iolan and D.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
Thurber have been at Camp Gleucoe,
Hon. W. H. Andrews, delegate to- ELEPHANT.
than
the high
buying our shoes. It is easy to
better
if
cut,
well
and
not
fit
as
Bear canyon, for a few days.
coneress from New Mexico, was MiWe
desire
priced
garments.
the
by
call and
custom
tailored
adopted
by
convince
resolutions
accompanied
of
a
NO
Apodaca
SEED1
M.
dered
NO
R.
set
Mrs.
APPLES WITH
evening O. k. Warren nost No. 5. Grand Army CORE1 TREES FOR SALE. N. W.l
will
leave
this
pleasure
children
showing
you.
her
of
them
to
stock.
examine our
cf ui. Republic, thanking hlni for ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.
for a visit to ijos Angeles.
in their behalf before ALBUQUERQUE.
A parlor meeting of the W. C. T. U. the work he did
uureau. Those conspic
was held this auernoon at the home the nenslon
Ions In tendering Senator Andrews
WE ARE HAVING A BIG RUN ON
of Mrs. Vaugnn on Coal" avenue.
the eormillnients of the old soldiers OUR AUREO BLEND OF COFFEE,
BOYS.
FOR
No,
Hive,
special
GIRLS.
Alamo
A
FOR
review of
were (luv, E. H. Stover. Major H. R THE HIGHEST GRADE OF COFFEE
1. will be held at Odd Fellows' hall w'nil me anil Cantain V. W. McDon
85c TO $1.25
A handsome new line of shirts just in tan, blue
5 TO 8
SOLD IN ALBUQUERQUE. TRY IX.
$1.00 TO $1.65
TO 13
8'2
3
o'clock.
tomorrow afternoon at
$1.00 TO $150
8V4 TO 11
ald.
W. ANDERSON & CO.'S.
$2.25
TO
$1.25
2
and grey imported French material,
TO
13'a
$1.25 TO $1.85
Mrs. I). A. Maepherson has returned
TO 2
;
A few davs ago Mrs. M. E. Heind
$1.40 TO $2.75
PA
The U. N. M. Athletic association
$1.75 TO $2.25
cuffs attached, each
from a visit of several weeks' dura sold the Majestic rooming house on
2'a TO tVz
T i TO 6
tion at Fcrt Wayne, Ind., and Chicago. south First street to Owen Dinsuaie presents the comedy, "Lovers ana,
;
Douglas of nisbee. and Immediately took a lease on the Lunatics." Tuesday night at Elks' op-Miss Bertha
ceius.
Arizona, will arrive tomorrow morn two UDDer stories or the new ney era house. Admission ov Monday.
ing to be the guest of toss Blanche nobis building on east Railroad ave serve seats at Matson s
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
Bdie.
nue at Acenuia street. Airs, nemo
THE TAKIN- GFOR
YOURS
of Mrs. C. is around town these days purchasing FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
daughtrs
four
little
The
When purchased at F. P. Trotter'i Shirk went to Santa Fe this mcrnlng furniture from locul merchants, and
EPHANT.
grocery store, are sure to bring the to
Ixretto academy for the will soon have all the rooms nicely
place of business will
furnished.
Her
winter.
right flavor to all dishes Into which
Rooming THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
Col. H. A. Jastro, cnlef stockholder be known as The Highland
thejr enter. Thla la because we al of the Albuquerque Traction com house, and Mrs. carter, who recently
BAM BROOK BRO., Rropa.
cltv from Florida, will
ways procure the best manufactured pany, Is expected in the city not later camn to the management
AND BOARDING STABLE
LIVERY
place
of tho
assist in the
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
We find out first what brands are re than Monday.
New
of
, Captain
the
Fornoff,
Fred
and
for mountain parties and
At Butte City, Mont., the other day, Mexico
liable and personally guarantee them.
passed The "Sadie"
police,
mounted
days.
week
on
special
rates
at
Bonnie Treasurer, a former Albuquer- throucn
the city this morning return
No. 112 John St.
604.
que pacing horse, won a hotly con- Ing
to Santa Fe frcm attending to of Auto Phone
tested pacing event, best time. 2:13. ficial business
Socorro
in western
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
The latest reports from Denver are county, i he mounted police have
to the effect that J. C. Baldrldge, who been stirring things up in western
AND EXCHANGED
was critically 111 the fore part of the Socorro county lately. Three alleged
Offlea
Association
way
to recover.
week, is now in a fair
rustlers were arrested there last
Transactions
No. 118 and 120 South Second street Antonio Apache, the Indian scout, cattle
Up-to-Da- te
Captain rornoff said that a
week.
Cnarantood
Is in the city to remain a few days. posse is after Cowboy Pearce, who
Mr. Apache is now located in l.os An- stabbed a sheep herder at Magdalena ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 8 W. R. R. Ave, N.K, Do0r First National Bank
20S Wast Cold Avenua
geles wnere he hae charge of a mu- on Monday night, and he had hopes
MAYNARD
T. Y.
seum.
GEO. W. HICKOX.
of catching him, even though Pearce
Summers Burkhait, the attorney, has a large numher f friends among
ex'pects to leave tonight f ;r Denver ihe ranchmen west of Magdalena, who
In
to appear before the United States are helping shield him from the auIn
t horltieR.
September
begins
which
week,
during
sesFair
court of appeals that will be in
who visits Albuquerque
Second Street The
sion there next week.
17th, to visit our store, located at 110 South
Our Box Calf shoes for boys are as
irst, t is the most attractive
Arch Front tor at least two reasons.
Col. and Mrs. J. M. Moore left this
st rone as it is possible to make a
store or Its class In the Souuiwest. Second, visitors will find there
Mrs.
Moore
to
morning
east,
for
the
are
plainly
a stock unsurpassed in quality with the watchword Courtesy wishing
visit relatives at Selma, Ind., and Mr. shoe. inOnly the stoutest materials
their construction ai.u tney
visible In every department. Do not fail to drop In whether
Moore to attend to business in Chi used
way that
to purchase or not.
cago. They expect to be absent from are put 'together in such awear
them
it is next to impossible to
the city till October 1.
out. They look neat and fit well, 82
Hickox-Mayoai-- d
The Elks held a most interesting to 13, $1.50; 13Mi to 2, $1.73; 2V4 to
smoker' last night, and every num 6 VS. 12.00.
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
ber of this popular lodge, with the
c
possible exception of a very few, atLUNCHES PUT UP FOR YOUR
SOUTH SECOND 8TREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
proceedings.
enjoyed
the
tended and
MOUNTAIN TRIP AT J. W. ANDER
James Bingham, who spends most SON A CO.'S REYNOLDS' NEW
of his time hunting and fishing in BUILDING
the seasons and Is an expert at both,
KREAM
Ask for JAFFA'S-KRACwith a
was in the city yesterday
three-legge- d
frog. The extra leg was BREAD and taks no other,
GO,
COLORADO PHONE 74
well formed out not so long as the
AUTOMATIC PHONE S46
Tuesday evening. Don't miss thi
atural legs.
see a good clean comeuy
chance
to
At 4 o'clock this afternoon, in re- - for 50 cents. Reserve seats at Mat
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
ponse to a wire from The Evening s,m'8 Monday.
Citizen GEklne the condition of J. C.
o
Haldrjdge, the physician in charge at TOO LATE FOR CLAEblFICAl ioin
some Diamond Edge Tools and
We guarantee quality and prices to be
St. A nt he ny hospital, Denver, answered. "Mr. Baldrldge U doing as well as WANTED A boy or girl to s'rip
give satisfaction
tobacco at H. Westerfeld's c'v;a
could be xpeoted."
avenue.
207
factory,
Railroad
Amos Simpler, of Chicago, where he
HELP WANTED FEMALE
is In the employ of the btandard Oil
company, is here on a visit 'to his WANTED Woman cook. Leave note
addressed T. V. Hayes, at O Ktelly s
uncle, A. Simpler, and the young gen
HARDWARE.
drug store.
tleman Is highly pleased with Albu
querque and climate. It is quite like
Mrs. Wilson, 224 West Gold avenue,
ly he will ue pursuaded to remain here
will have charge of the fancy work
Indefinitely.
department at the fair. Any ladle
SADDLES
on having any work
At Fairbury, 111., yesterday
they wish exhibited
"Strang
Getaway" day Joe Harnett's
will please notify her.
CHINA
pace,
er O." finished first lu the 2:10
w H. Hogle, six years in the dec
Clara B. also secured
time, 2:12
GLASSWARE
second money .n her race. The
denartment of Marshall Field
pacers,
with Trainer )8 wlln gtacy & Co., until after the
nett string of
,
rTosi, are on ineir way uuiuo uu, fa
if vou ttre Kolne in the big par
PLUMBING
ana win arrive in time 10 lane pari a(le nave g1acv ,i your signs an
in me territorial lair races.
decoratine. Floats desiirned and built.
TINNING
SIGN
SHOP IN
UNION
Dr. Minor C. Baldwin entertained ONLY
another lurge .audience at the Hres- - TOWN.
hvterian .hnreh last even ne. at Which
o
THE METHODIST LADIES'AID
tlme tickets sold at 60 cents instead
or 2.
Hla nlavine was fully as ex- SOCIETY ARE FATTENING THEIR
nccrv.
cellent s on the previous evening, vniv.rtr5 run
The Storm,", u.s own composition,
KREAM
KRACK
Ask
JAFFA'S
for
played in darkness, with. the flasnes
of liehtuinK. and the roll of thunder BREAD and take no other.
impressing
from...the big pipe organ,
gt0
t Moo
stuaio an(1
GO.
.
... 8ee our
Jl.,
...I.L
wuu I. s .... nm
lnp-Ktnrk-- nt n dure mould ne Dlir
uio- uuuiruce
We
At a meeting of the arrangement chased bv Mr. N. L. Kemmerer.
s
and Harwork in framing.
committee for the good roads conven- - do enly
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers,
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
ciud
tion held in tne Commercial
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Presses.
rooms last evening, with B. H. Briggs
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
presiding, .t was decided to hold the BREAD and take no other.
build
convention In tho Elks' theater
cult
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
GENT,LEMENTrdeL ,
ing, instead of at the club rooms, as
week
place
THE
it was apparent that the latter
thousand fall samples to select
would, net comfortably accommodate
NetUeton Tailoring Agency,
tne large number of delegates that from.
114 South Third street.
"
North First Street
40 1.
are looked for.
Sooth First Sireet
3,
business to
BELLE
The most important
THE BEST BUTTER
come before the Woman's club, at the SPRING AT MALOY'S
RAILROAD AVE.
meeting held yesterday afternoon v.as
ALL KIND OF NATIVE FRUIT AT
a review of tne plans or tne cuius
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glasa, Clock. Silverware, We Invite
MALOY'S.
near
new
erected
be
whicu
home,
to
is
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
the gits of the postofflce building at
I'ress notices all agree that "Ivers
and Lunatics," lis presented by the
present cast is the best comedy ever
t
f
J
rj J r
J
2
J J
rt t r r r
ta J r
staged by amateurs In this city. The
I . N. M. Athletic association presents H
It at Klks' opera house Tuesday night
M

LOCAL AND
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PERSONAL

le-Ini-

Good School Shoes

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Business and Dress Suits

jc,

first-clas-

s

TUXEDO SUITS

FULL DRESS

JUST

.

-1-

-

yourselfjust

j

tf! 0M
tt(

',

I

SIMON STERN,

I

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamelware

AT SPLCIAL PRICES

F.

r.

"We Want Everybody"

Furniture Dealers

jf you are

need of anything

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

Co.

The

Specman & Searing

R.n.

TROTTER

IE

115 NORTH FIRST STREET

HARDWARE

ALBUOUEROUE

righttry

Cutlerythey

Whitney Company

HARNESS

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Gat den Tools.

'

uar-Torati- c

rin

HARDWARE

ALBUOUEROUE

iia.

k.

.1

.

Rakes
Mead Hay

first-clas-

I1TT

Palace

Diamond

71

l'o

it

ft ti

OF BUYINC YOUR CLOTHES FOR

Get the Habit

j

merchandise is displayed. We spend
g
much of our time in buying goods
GOOD GOODS and we are display- - 4
4
ing the best selected line of merchandise this year, ever shown in the southwest.

o

FOR
TAKIN- GTHE
YOURS
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPH ANT.
H
0
AND
FRUIT JARS, RUBBERS,
M
TOPS AT MALoV a,

at Moon Studio and see our
slock of picture moulding pur
chased bv Mr. N. L. Kemmerer. we
ilo euly
work In framing.
Sioi

4
Co's. Celebrated Custom Tailored Suits $15 to $30
Kuppenheimer's Fine Business Suits $10.00 to $22.50

Stetson Fine Shoes $5.50 to $6.00

Successors to

THE MAZE
inch flower pots
New Woolsey flannels, yd
Heavv weight outing flannel

M

H
M
M
M

C2.r

fvSI; 3

H3 E. L. WASHBURN CO.Ei

22

PARAGON TROUSERS S3. OO TO 97. OO. WALKOVER 93. SO AND $4.00 SHOES
y

t

T

T

J

T

l

J

J

"J

"

"j

u

M

RANCH EGGS ALWAYS
ON HAND AT THE IXL GROCERY
STORE, 901 SOUTH EDITH STREET.

M

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
WALTON'S DRUG 6TORE.

M

FRESH

AT

STRAWBERRIES

AT

r.V LOY'S-

-

M

oooooooooooo

See Display
in

Our Window
ooeoooooocDooo

urduy.

THE MAZE
Wm. Kieke, Propr.

E. J. POST

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
I

17c
15c
10c

2a
Children's muslin drawers
&0c
Infants' -- Stork" panties
90c
$1.00 bottle of Malted Milk
vV;C
can Chloride of Lime
tf lbs. of sulphur
.jc
r'resh sago, per pkg
43c
cans of Jockey Club sardines
Special sale (if groceries every Sat- -
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